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The Editor Says
THIS IS THE YEAR. · Read about that
football game with Ill inois Wesleyan, and
you'll kno w why. Gradually, yes grad•
ually, JSNU contin ues to creep up on the
school from across Sugar Creek, when it
comes to comparing total ties, wins, and
losses. And this year the game was ISNU's
most a ll the way.

• • •

Alumni have responded generously to
the appeal foe members of the A lumni
Association in the October News Letter.
A number have taken advantage o f the
life membership plan, and a great many
are finding it convenient to pay several
years' dues in advance.
Wh ile $1, or yearly, memberships in
the Alumni Association are always welcome, our hats go off particularly to
former students who pay their dues for
several years at one time. This shows
con fidence in the organization and saves
endless bookkeeping for the alumni
secretary.
Do you have a son, daughter, neighbor,
or high school· student in your classes
who wants to ente r ISNU n ext fall ? A
new policy adopted recently by the admissions office makes it possible for a
h igh school senior to get o n record his
desire to enter the University before
graduation. This means he w ill be assured
of a place at Normal wh en his h igh
school work is completed satisfactorily
and the final admission blank filled out in
detail.
Tell your young friends and relatives
about this new plan. It may save them
fro m disappointment next summer or fall.
Wi1h unusually large freshmen classes
admitted to the University the past two
years and a record number of students on
campus, it's none too early for prospective
freshmen to start arranging for next year.

...

Do you like this issue of the Quarterly
with its four articles by alumni and 10
pages o f news notes about your classmates? How about becoming a contributor to th e magazine yourself? Or can you
suggest the names o f a lu mn i who could
write articles o f interest ? What has happened to yourself and friends that others
would like to know? It's your magazine
too, and the a lumni office would like to
hear f com you- as a contributor.

COVER .PJCI1.J'RE: ISNU H omecoming
queen and court. Left to right-Miss
Jean Kempel, Pearl City; ,Miss Gloria De
Vries, Chicago; Queen Martha Lou Alverson, Bloomingto n; Miss J oyce Truckenbrod, Mendota, and Miss Eula Mae Bess,
Fairbury.
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New Settings

tu,, CmHta R ~
OHN WIN ANT, former United States ambassador, speaking
before the Rotary Chili of London, England, said: " I
went to the last war, as many of you did, and I really believed
that we were fighting a war to end war, and that we were
fighting for democracy, and that our children would reap
some.benefit of the sacrifice made by our generation ... We
did not really care enough in the intervening years. If we
cared enough, we did not do enough or get enough done.
It is rarely in the world's history that men get a second
chance; and we have got a second chance."
Whether we take advantage of the second chance,
however, remains to be seen. So determined do we seem to
destroy ourselves that Bertrand Russell may have been right
when he declared: "Ninety percent of the human race would
rather be dead than sensible."
In the midst of bungling statesmanship and global confusion we are beginning to realize the true implication of

J

the statement, "Civilization is a race between education and

catastrophe." Accordingly, thoughtful citizens are manifest
ing genuine interest in securing information about the needs
of our schools.
Alumni of the Illinois State Normal University, regardless of their occupations, probably have more than average
concern about the welfare of our schools. To them we may
look for assistance in creating favorable public sentiment in
educational matters. That our alumni may be reminded of
some of the areas in which their help is sought this article
deals with three problems. I They are not new, but they are
still unsolved. Now they have taken on new significance
because of changing world conditions. Truly, they are old
problems in new settings.

W e Are Far From the Goal
The first problem is that of giving youth equal access to
education. In spite of our boast of a free educational system
for all the children of all the people, we are far from realizing our goal.
According to the 1940 census, three million adults had
never attended school. Seven million had so Ji.ttle schooling
that they were virtually illiterates. Nearly 14 percent of our
adult population had a foucth grade education or less.
What, then, are some of the obstacles that prevent
millions of our youth from having equal access to education?
What are the major sources of educational inequalities?
For one thing, our educational rrograms are often ill
adapted to the needs and interests o children of different
abilities.On the whole, children who excel in abstract thinking are more likely to ach ieve success in school than children
who show chiefly mechanical aptitude. Our programs still
tend to be intellectually selective. Either willingly or unwilling ly many children leave school because they can not
do satisfactorily the type of work offered.
Furthermore, economic status

may determine the

amount of schooling that boys and girls receive. That lack of
money accounts for withdrawal from school is not surprising
when we note the distribution of family incomes in the United States. Before the war The Brookings Institute and the

Department of Labor ·repocted that a million famil ies each
had an income of less than $250 a year; that eight million
had less than $750; and that one-,third of all Americans
were living on an average of $780.
Many studies have revealed a striking relationship between fami ly income and educational opportunity. For example, in a study of 1,023 students with I.Q.s of 117 or
above, graduated from Milwaukee high schools in 1937
and 1938, it was found that in families with incomes of
$8,000 or above 100 percent of the students went to college; in families with incomes under $500, only one in
five of the students went to college.
Probably one-half of our gifted youth find it impossible
to go on to high school and college. If education is to be
effectively free at all levels, provisions must be made for
free tuition, scholarships, and living expenses. Paid work
opportunities may be provided for youth in the upper
years of high school and in college.
To be sure, all of this would cost money. Just how
much would be needed to provide assistance for only the
most gifted is unknown. In a book entitled IVho Shall Be
t:.ducated, by ·warner, Havighurst, and Loeb, it is suggested
that such assistance for about live percent of the youth of
college age would cost only about as much as NY A spent
in 1938 when the load ,vas greatest.
Besides, differences in the ability of states to support
education may affect educational opportunities. A child who
lives in Mississippi where the median expenditure per classroom per year is $400 has inferior opportunities in comparison with a child who lives in N ew York where the
median expenditure per classroom per year is $4,100. Yet
Mississippi with its low tax base is actually making a greater
tax effort to support schools than New York. In 1940
Mississippi had an income of only $ 195 per capita while
New York had an income of $800 per capita.
Then, too, MissisSippi like other poor states has a large
number of children to educate. It is interesting to note
that in the 10 states expending least for education the ratio
of school age children to population is 21 •percent above the
average; in the 10 states eiopending most, the ratio of
school age children to the population is 13 percent below
;the national average. If the poorer states are to have adequate money for schools, it seems likely that federal aid
must supplement local and state aid. Well informed citizens
should acquaint themselves with the arguments for and
against federal support of education in order that they may
make known their sentiments to Congress.
Until we can offer educational programs su,ted to pupils
of different abilities and interests, until we can make education effectively free to rich and poor alike, and until we
can provide good schools for children in poor as well as in
wealthy states, our ideal of g iving youth equal access to education will remain unattained.
A second educational problem-old, yet unsolved- is
that of provid ing suitable curricula for our schools. This
T HE ALUMNI QUARTERLY

pessimistic about the possibility. However, we would say
with him: ··we must take the chance or die."

Success Depends on Recruitment
In the last analysis, the s9ccess of the schools in educating for world peace hinges on our skill in solving a third
problem. This is the problem of drawing into teaching
the kind of teachers which the education of a free people
demands. Recruitment of large numbers .o f our most gifted
young people is imperative.
Whether our recruitment program succeeds will depend
upon the extent to which we can create conditions that make

teaching an occupation to attract outstanding students. The
number and kin<l of people who decide to become teachers
will be determined by the inducements that teaching offers.
Undoubtedly one inducement for attracting competent
teachers is adequate pay. Insistence upon suitable salaries is
essential if teaching is to draw the kind of candidates we are
OR. EMMA REIN H ARDT. who heads che education department :tl Easlcrn Ill inois Srnte College and is the author of this
articL~. poses with two senior honor scudent.s, Allyn Cook
and Miss Jun e flubeck of Eastern.

seeking. Probably the monetary factor will figure more
prominently in the thinking of members of the younger
generation now selecting occupations than it figured in the
decisions of an earlier generation. Women, who constitute

a large proportion of the teaching population, are no
does not mean abandoning traditional subject matte r merely
because it is old. It does mean, however. evaluating subject
matter in light of current needs. A timely warning against
adopting a reactionary point of view in choice of subject

matter was sounded some months ago by Dean Russell of
Columbia University. He pointed out that as a nation of
conquerors we are like ly to become conse rvative and want

lo cling lo the old. We are likely to feel that our way of
doing things has, by virtue of our military victory, been
vindicated. Yet, if we are to have a forward looking
civilization we must be willing to accept new Sltbject matter.

longer forced into teaching because few remunerative po-

sitions are open to them. Instead they have an almost unlimited choice. Accordingly, they are in a position to give
consideration to material rewards.

Perhaps even more than financial rewards, suitable
social recognition is necessary if teaching is to appeal to
capable recruits. Too long has teaching been regarded as an
occupation for immature women and feeble men. Teachers
ha,,e been willing to accept a lowly status, and others have
tended to take them at their own valuation. When Henry
Van Dyke wrote To an Unknown Teacher, we hailed it as a

tril-ute. Perhaps we should have the attitude reflected in

Certainly, one of our vital concerns must be the choice

the answer of a Marine when a woman inquired, "Where

of subject matter designed to educate for world peace.

is the tomb of the Unknown Marine'" Replied the Marine

"Since wars begin in the minds of men it is in the minds .of

with dignity: "Madam, there is no 1111k11ow11 Marine."

men that the defenses of peace must be constructed." Twice
within this century we have witnessed the awful cost of war.
To assess the staggering cost we may well follow Norman

Corwin's formula of multiplying "the number of closed
files in the department of war, by the exchange value of
sorrow. which is infinite and has no decimals."
The only way we can avoid payini~ an i11c,;;t;mabk !">rice

While the exploits of military men readily capture our
imagination, they are no more essential for the preservation

of our way of life than the humdrum activities of a million
teachers. A distinguished Englishman of the seventeenth
century once said : "Let the soldier be abroad if he will ; he
can do nothing in this age. There is another personage-a personage less important in the eyes of some, perhaps in-

again is through developing a world community. Such a
world community, Robert Maynard Hutchins reminds us,

sig nificant. The schoolmaster is abroad, and l trnst to him,

can exist only with world communication; and world communication means ··common understanding, a common tra-

array
Today, no less than in the seventeenth century, education is the final weapon against the enemies of human
welfare. Let us, then, with vision and courage dedicate

dition, common ideas, and common ideals." To develop
these bases for understanding is the great task of education.
Whether schools are equal to the task of educating for
world peace is an open question. Mr. H utchins is frankly

arme~. with his primer, against the soldier in full military

ourselves anew to solving old problems that challenge us
in modern settings.

Education is the f inal weapon against the enemies of human welfa re, the author points out, after discussing three major educational
problems facing the American people. Equal access to education,
suitable curricula, and the recruitment of gifted young people into
teaching, she believes, are questions that must be solved.
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Intercultural Living
In Junior High School
The experiences described here
are firsthand ones. Dr. H erriott
tells of his own work in the congested city area of Los Angeles,
where Americans of different racial
heritages ming le.
In his conclusion, the school principal says that a person must feel
secure in his own heritage before
he is willing to take his place as a
citizen of the United States.

AN EXAMPL E OF I NTERCULT URAL LIVI NG is the adm inistrati'"c slaff of Lafayeuc Junior High School, Los Ani-:.cles,
Cal. .M embers, from left to right~ are L~on Kaplan, American
Jew, boys' vice-principal; r-.'lrs. Gjcrtrud Hjorth Sm!th , immi-

,-:.rant Danish-American, girls' vice-principal: Dr. M. E. Herriott, cigh;,,h-grncration American o f Scotch-Irish -German ~ncesU')' principal: Mrs. Fulvia Contini Kingsler, first generation
ltal ia~-A nc.~rican, head counselor: Robert Lewis \'v'illi;uns, Jr.,
Negro-American, registrar.

Dm

YOU EVER

suddenly realize that you were illiterate

in a dozen languages? If you ever do, you will know

true humility. But if you think only of the other fellow of
different linguistic background as illiterate in your tongue,
the seeds of intolerance and misunde rstanding are within

you. Language is but one facet of the many that distinguish the people of one culture from those of another. So
the problems involved in the mingling of peoples from
varied racial, social, cultural, economic g roups become

Cx•

ceedingly intricate. Particularly is this true at the junior
high level with the complicating factors of adolescent behavior.

Let's Talk Facts
But enough ! Let's talk facts, not implications or
assumptions.

How do young adolescents of varied races

and creeds, of varied language and cultural backgrounds
reaGt to one another' Can they build a school community >
\Vhat are their misunderstandings and frictions? What
are their common aspirations?

4

Central Junior High School,* of which I was principal
for a full decade, was located in the heart of Los Angeles
on a hill of rich historic background, near the plaza
where the city was founded . It lay in the path of the
streams of the people who migrated to this region. W ithin
the boundaries of its district were China Town, Little Italy,
the old French Quarter, Little Tokyo (later occupied by
Negroes from the Deep South when the Japanese were
evacuated), a Filipino community, a Jewish community,
several Mexican communities such as Sonora Town, and

large numbers of people from all parts of the United States.
It was the center to which the M idwesterner and the imm~-

grant alike were first drawn and from which they spread
to other communities as they became established in this new
land. As a further complication, the school conducted a
special department for non-English speaking children of 11
to 16 years of age.** In consequence, the school always
contained representatives of 20 or more racial-cultural

groups.
.
. .
L,fayette Junior High School, of which I am pnnc,pal
at present, was established the same year as Central Junior,
191 l, in a contiguous district, which was somewhat en-

larged hy the add ition of part of Central's d istrict when
that school was closed. Lafayette Junior is located in one
of the oldest Negro communities in Los Angeles, a factor
which makes for considerable stability. On the other hand,
much of the area is of a transient character. The present
school population is made up of the following groups:
Negro, 50 percent; Mexican, 35 percent; Chinese, 8 per-

* Thi s school was discontinued in 1946 beo.usc of 1hc
encr(lachn,ents of civic. business, and industrial developments
in its district. The pl:,nt has b,..cn 1:1kcn over by the Los
Angeles City Board o f Educatio n for it~ central offices.
•• The regular school consisted of grades seven to nine.
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ALSO DEMONSTRATIN G PRACTICAL INTER-CU LTURAL LI VING are the student body officers at Lafarc11c
J unior Hii,h
School. From
left lo ri1,;ht, dlC)' are Evcl)•n Quon, Chinese-American, treasurer: Rufus Green, Negro-American, bo)•s'
vice•
president : Thirsta Ga)', Negro-American, sccretar)'; Ada Handle, Ne~ro-Amcrican, girls' vice-prcsid~nt;
Estc rlcne Knig hton,
N egro-America n, chief justice ; Manual Aguilar, Mexican-American, pres ident.

cent; Nisei (Japanese) , 5 percent, and miscellaneous, 2 perOne of the best answers to the faculty problem is the
cent. 111is school has a newly established department development of a group of teachers with cosmopol itan
( Foreign Adjustment) for non-Eng lish speaking children backgrounds-com rarable to those of the student bodyof junior-high age.
and to be proud o them. During the years, many farulty
Now complicate these situations with the economic and members have come from immigrant stock or were
immi•
social stresses of the homes, a war in the Orient, later grants themselves. There have been Poles, Russians, Chinese,
W orld War 11, and the racial and social discriminations Germans, Mexicans, Armenians, Scots, Scandinavians.
of our own U.S.A. Staff the schools with teachers from Others of Anglo-American stock have lived or traveled
the regular eligibility lists. Equip and supply them in the abroad. Many others have come from long-established
same manner as any others.
American families, some distinctive bloods such as Negroes
In broad outlines we have the setting for the two and Jews. A faculty of such varied origins and backgrounds
schools. What are some of the problems? What are some working harmoniously together build intercultural underof the solutions? What are some of the outcomes? T he standings, appreciations, and ideals.
p rob lems MC chiefly of two types: faculty problems and
student problems. Solution of the latter depends primarily There Are Complex Problems
upon solution of the former.
11,e student body presents a complexity of problems
Teachers usually find the situation utterly '"foreign·· which might be roughly classified as edurntional p roblems
to them at fi rst. But in time most of them make suitable and as social problems. The former are chie0y characterized
adjustments, often marvelous adjustments. T hey come to by the language handicap suffered by most of the pupils
understand the d1ildren, to love them, and to enjoy the and by the meagre cultural background of most of the
challenge of the situation. Those who do not are miser- homes. Approximately 80 percent of the pupils at Central
able and unhappy, and they usually transfer to some other Junior came from dual-language homes. Many others heard
type of school.
only foreign tongues at home. In both schools, fathers are
NOVEMBER, 1947

Jaoorers, mothers are employed, families are separated,
housi ng is cramped. And the families do not enjoy the
cultural benefits of good books and magazines, concerts, the
theatre, and summer travel. The extent to which good
education is dependent upon adequate homes soon becomes
all too evident.
The social problems fall, in a general way, into three
principal categories: the formation of social-cultural cliques,
intergroup misunderstandings and conflicts, and juvenile
delinquency. There are, of course, other problems such as
those growing out of the tendency for the school to wean
the child away from his home and the culture of his
parents, and problems produced by the greater social maturity of the youngste rs due to their socio-economic status
and the responsibilities thrust upon many by their homes.
Some earn much of the family income and do the interpreting. These are very real problems; but let us stick to our
three principal ones.

Cliques I nevitable
The formation of social-cultural cliques is inevitable.
The need for belonging and for security coupled with
differences in language and the segregation .of community
life (China Town, Little Italy, etc.) inevitably lead to the
formation of Chinese, Ital i.an, Mexican, and other similar
groups. These are found on careful examination to be
basically neighborhood groups. for example, there are
numerous so-called Mexican groups. Their names are derived chiefly from their neighborhoods : Cali fa (California
Street) , Dogtown (a neighborhood popularly known for
several generations as .. Dogtown"), Al pine (Alpine Street) ,
Li'! First (First Street), and so on. In the L1fayette area,
there are today two active ..gangs," Clanton and Mateo
(both street neighborhood names). 130th of these groups
originated as wholly Mexican in membership, but being
neighbo rhood groups, they have received infiltrations of
Negro youth.
In a congested city area with inadequate homes and
inadequate civic facilities for young people, the cliques
frequently fall into evil ways, often resulting in physical
conflict such as gang fights. These antagonisms arc
brought into the school, especially at the close of the
summer vacation. Teachers have to learn to know when
trouble between two youngsters is merely a personal conflict and when it represents a deeper gsoup conflict likely
to involve their social groups (or gangs) .
One of the most unusual of these conflicts developed
into a street fight between Chinese and Japanese students
in the early days of the Sino-Japanese War ( 1937). It
started in the Foreign Adjustment Department, which at
that time contained many youngsters fresh from the Orient.
The Chinese and Japanese cou ld not talk the same language,
but they could read the same characters. So they brought
Chinese and Japanese newspapers to school and baited one
another with them. After school one day, the Chinese of
the school ganged up and chased the Japanese to Little
Tokyo. An outsider threw a stone over the heads of the
Chinese into the Japanese. Then the fight was on.
, Next clay we held a school assembly. The flag bearers
were a Chinese and a Japanese flanked by a Mexican, a Filipino, an Italian, and .an Anglo-American. Patriotic and
school songs were sung. And the fight was shown to be
a disgraceful performance. Never again was there such an
occurrence, not merely because of the way this incident was
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handled, but also because of faculty alertness and other
positive developments in the student body.
One of the principal developments was a series of
community programs based upon cultural backgrounds. The
r 1.,inese pupi.ls p repared a program for their parents; the
Japanese presented one for their families, and so for the
Italians and Mexicans. Each program was typical of the
cultural group represented. It consisted of songs, dances,
talks, and occasionally other numbers such as gymnastics.
Both English and the language of the gmup were used.
These programs were so well received that after the first
year they were presented to the student body as well as to
the community. They formed the principal basis for developing intcrcultural understanding and status. Prior to
these programs and the status thereby g iven to pupils of all
groups, the Chinese and Mexicans had occupied submerged
positions in the student body. They seldom held office or
other positions of prominence. N ever was any one from
either group selected for the top honor award of the school.
the American Legion school award . In time, all social
groups came to share this honor and official responsibilities
with equality.
No doubt the status attained by pupils from all racialcultural groups had much to do with resolving the deepseated emotional conflicts that are all too common among
children from minority groups. The not unusual attitude of
Americans that minority persons are "all right so long as
they stay in their place" produces terrible emotional conflicts. Many never learn to hold up their heads in self-respect, to look the world squarely in the eye, to aspire to the
status of fu ll-fledged Americans. It is no unusual occurrence
for a child who has been censured by a teacher to say to a
vice-principal, "She don't like Mexicans." This expression
is often doubly revealing. Whether true or not, it discloses
the pupil's own inner conflict. Such emotional disturbances
handicap pupils and obstruct the efforts of teachers. But
when pupils sec their own fellows succeed without respect
to socio-economic or racial status, and when they see persons
from their own group respected as teachers, they lose much
of thei r self-abnegation and become emotionally balanced.

Brotherhood Appeals
At Lafayette, the idea and ideal of brotherhood make
an exceedingly strong appeal. L1st yea r after the only outbreak of Mexican-Negro conflict, the leaders of the student
body worked seriously at eradicating this cancerous growth.
In February the school celebrated Negro History Week at
the time when Washington and Lincoln were honored. On
May 5, Cinco de Mayo was celebrated with the Mexicians
taking the lead. The culmination of the year's activities was
the June graduation program on the theme of brotherhood.
This program was highlighted first by the presentation of
five representative students (a N egro, .a Mexican, a Chinese,
an Ang]o-American, and a Nisei), who gave thumb-nail
autobiographical sketches. The second highlight was a series
of episodic presentations of four aspects of brotherhood:
Educational Brotherhood, Social Brotherhood, Religious
Brotherhood, and National Brotherhood.
The problems of intercultural education and the ramifactions of practical intercultural living are so very complex
that a brief presentation is necessarily sketchy and nebulous.
No summary is possible. But one thought is fundamental
and worthy of Jina! position; namely, when a person is
secure in his own heritage, he is then willing and anxious
to take his rightful place as a citizen of the United States.
THE ALUMNI QUARTERLY

Alaskan
Interlude
READY FOR HER FIRST FLIGHT from Juneau co Sitka is
the author, Mrs. Grace Slo:m Sanford.

unaware of Alaska in 1941, when quite
without warning, my husband was sent up here to direct
the strategic mineral program for the U.S. Bureau of Mines.
Due to the red tape connected with getting a permit to
enter a war zone, I was unable to make the trip until August
1942, when son Robert and I sailed up the beautiful In land
Passage, arriving in Juneau barely in time for him to
register in the eighth grade of the public school.
At first we were appalled by the constant rain and
winter darkness enduring from about three in the afternoon
until 10 in the morning. Soon, however, we became so eng rossed with living in this surprising city that by the time
summer came with its corresponding hours of daylight 1 we
were thoroughly delighted with life in the Territory. Many
of the residents had abandoned their homes and gone south
after Pearl H arbor, so it was not difficult for us to find
comfortable living quarters directly across from the grade
and high schools. This location proved fortunate because
Robert had only a l 5-minute lunch hour with his band
practice, and I was soon needed as a substitute teacher.
Working in the Office of the Commissioner of Education, I became acquainted with the territorial school system.
In the 23 incorporated school districts, employing 372
teachers, and in the 54 unincorporated schools, employing
100 teachers, minimum salaries have been increased in the
past five years , rom $1,800 to $3,000. During the last
session of the te.-ritorial legislature, which J attended daily,
I had the pleasure one afternoon of hearing the Juneau
High School principal plead his financial case so effectively
that with almost no argument, both houses voted a S600 per
annum increase for each teacher in addition to the S300
increase voted two years before. Incidentally, I was one of
the first substitute teachers to receive S7.50 per day instead
of the S5.00 formerly paid; and this year the amount was
raised to $10.00 1 which now proudly matches the daily wage
of the local garbage collector.
Up to the present school term, the Alaska Native
Service, under the Department of the Interior, operated
schools for the natives, although the law permitted them to
register in territorial schools if they so desired. Tb~s year,

I
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however, because of a severe cut in the budget, the Alaska
Native Service closed all native schools in towns where territorial schools exist. Just now the process of absorbing the
large native enrollment into an al ready crowded system is
proving to be a major problem in educational adjustment,
not because of racial prejudice, but because lack of funds
limits housing facilities and teaching staff. Only 85 native
schools are now functioning.
In 1944 I took a full-time job in the Board Division
of the Office of Price Administration. During the last year
of this agency's life, I supervised the volunteer price boards
in southeastern Alaska, making one trip each month by
boat or float plane to Sitka, Skagway, Wrangell, or Petersburg. My first Aight to Sitka was made in an eight-passenger amphibian. Flying is the accepted mode of travel
here, and as many as 70 passangcrs now travel daily on
these planes between southeastern towns. By boat the Sitka
trip from Juneau takes 20 hours; by plane straight over the
mountains, a breath.taking flight can be made in 55 minutes,
or in two hours by flying over the channel. My most thrilling ride was a six-hour trip to Juneau from Petersburg via
Sitka, in a plane so crowded when I hoarded it that I had
to sit by the pilot, where the spray came in around the
windshield at "landing" and "take off" time. In such small
planes the feet often chill and conversation freezes over, so
I was glad when we swooped down on the channel .and
landed on the home dock.
It was during these two years of personnel work that I
learned to evaluate the caliber of the true Alaskan. He
refuses to he pushed, but will listen to reason and responded
to the restrictions of price control and •tire rationing in
somewhat grim but gratifying fashion. His outstanding
characteristic is independence; his chief fau lt, resentment
.of any advice that comes from "outside." For the good of
his soul he must fight for statehood.
The opportunities for an active out-door life make
Alaska a hunter's paradise. My husband has just made his
first "kill" of the mountain sheep season, which lasts only
through the last two weeks of August. Because the hunt
for sheep is always difficult and often dangerous, a ram's
head to mount (in spite of wifely protests) is the dream
of every hunter. Bob, Jr., often gave up the chase in favor
of reconnoitering in the rare sunshine of a mountain top;
7

Tl-IE AUTHOR'S FAM ILY ENJ O YS LIFE IN ALASKA. To 1he lefl is Rohen Sanford, Jr., with Herbert Glacier in 1hc background. To 1hc right is his father, Rob~rt S. Sanford, acting chief of the Alaska Division, U. S. Bureau of Mines, who promises that this Kodiak brown bear will do no more harm on the trail.

but between them they have kept our lockers well supplied
with venison, moose, sheep, and once a mountain goatwhich pleased young Bob's palate best of all. Getting a
moose home last fall was a problem. Killed near Palmer,
it had to be dragged to town, then frozen, and shipped over
the Alaska Railroad to Seward, where it was picked up by
boat and carried by mistake half way to Seattle before it was
brought back to Juneau. It dressed, however, to over 400
pounds and lasted all winter as well as a little too far into
spring.
My husband's work has taken him to every part of
A laska, and as far north as Pt. Barrow and the Diomedes.
He has been on the trail of strategic minerals of sufficient
quality and quantity that would justify development to the
point where the owner could continue production. Sometimes he is lucky enough to bring home a piece of jade
found in the Kobuk region. Its hardness yields only to
diamond-cutting tools, available in a local arts and crafts

work-room. Incidentally, we also have groups working in
pastel and oil painting, ceramics, woodworking, ivory carving and creative writing. Each year the three-day Alaskan
Arts and Crafts Exhibit grows larger, better, and more
varied.
·
I recently returned from a most interesting trip to the
westward, where l drove with my husband over .about 1,300

miles of good interior roads, not counting round trip mileage. I flew to A nchorage by Northern Pacific Airlines and
returned to Juneau from Fairbanks by Pan American Clipper. From Fairbanks we made a round trip to Circle Hot
Springs, where we spent a happy week-end enjoying the
mineral baths, eating the locally grown vegetables, and exammmg a mine.
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One week-end we camped near Tok Junction and
fished grayling out of the lakes and mosquitoes out of a
frying pan in true sourdough fashion. On another, we
drove over a narrow, smooth, side-road lined with sparkling
lakes, to a ghost mining town c.a.lled Chitna, where we

listened to an old sourdough philosopher analyze world
problems.
Those who love comfort more than beauty shou Id not
undertake an Alaskan motor trip just yet. Accommodations
are crude and expensive. One night's shelter and breakfast cost us $8.00 and aH meals average $2.00 apiece. At
these lodges, or so-called road houses, we heard tales of
bitterly disappointed tourists who had trusted various agencies to their sorrow. Hotels in the towns are crowded, all

occupied by regular Alaskan patrons; and advance reservations under such circumstances cannot be made.

The

happiest travellers on these highways are those who come
prepared to carry food and camping equipment and are
willing to look after themselves. Such brave souls at once
win the hearts of the pioneer sourdoughs, who deliberately
do nothing to make life pleasant for the tenderfoot.
Late in A,.1gust young Bob sailed down the Inland
Passage on the first lap of his journey to ISNU, where he
is now busily engaged in the happy business of being a
freshman. Today as I strive to make the deadline set for
this article, the packing boxes are piled around me. Our
interesting Alaskan Interlude is almost ended. Before the
Q11arterly goes to press, we shall be on our way to the U. S.
Bureau of Mines Station at College Park, Mel. ; enroute, we
hope to spend a little time in Normal, refreshing our memories of the old campus days and seeing the new ones
through the eyes of our son.
T ern
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Letter From Korea
after receiving information from my husband
O . to the effect
that .there would be no hope .of my
NE WEEK

joining him in Korea for at least another year, I had packed
and started for Seattle, Wash., with less than a 24-hour
notice. My car, hold baggage, and I all managed to get on
the same boat; and with the other dependents I arrived at
Inchon on Sept. 20, 1946.
The special train brought all of us in to Seoul. The
Bierstadt residence, which is located in the 7th Division
Area, a military comp0und, was almost void of furniture
but now has sufficient furnishings. For about twp months
there were always Koreans around making repairs-the
ceilings began fa lling- but now the place is complete, even
,to running water, which we didn't have the first six months.
At the end of the first week, we drove to Inchon in our jeep
and picked up our car. The roads then were in poor
condition but now are in much better shape.
Our two servants are native Koreans who knew little
or no English, so at first it was necessary to use the sign
language and demonstrations to show them what was ,t o be
done. We have been fortunate in that both are honest and
sincere. Among Orientals, the Christians, whether Protes•
tants or Catholics, are most likely to be the honest ones.
After the first month or so, I felt that I just couldn't sit
aro,rnd trying to make myself useless, for the servants
wouldn't let me do anything, so I started looking for
something to do.

the bill to satisfaction and soon started to work. The title
of the position was changed from that of "supervisor" to
"adviser," since all American personnel work in an advisory
rather than a supervisory capacity.
The junior and senior middle schools, which are the
same as junior and senior high schools, are agricultural,
technical, commercial, and cultural. All told, 32 of them
are commercial middle schools, teaching bookkeeping, economics, commercial mathematics, and abacus. As soon as
the Korean-American keyboard typewriters arrive here in
luge enough quantities so that the teachers can learn to use
them, typewriting should be introduced. But people will
have to become accustomed to using 1the new writing system
that is by letter rather than by syllable. This, of course,
means some re-education. Shorthand is being taught in a
few private schools, as it was years ago in the States_

Transition Period Difficult
Since age is calculated differently here, students on the
whole are older than in the States. But when one takes into
account the "two" an Oriental adds to his age when calculating it and subtracts that number, pupils in the schools
are about the same age of those in the States. Of course,
there now are some who are older because of the lack of

I Start To Work
Much to my surprise, when interviewed, I was told
a position as supervisor of commercial education in the

National Department of Education might be open. I filled

On a 24-hour notice this author
packed up co join her husband in
Korea. She now works in an advisory capacity with American personnel and describes here the commercial education in Korea, with
which she assists. Her previous
experiences enable her to make comparisons with work in the States.
CONG RATULA TIONS GO TO Lee, Eun Tak ( left) , 6tudent
ar, the K>•unggi boys' commercial school in Seoul, Korea, as
Mrs. Mary F. Bierstadt, the author, hands him a cer1ificate,
presented br his principal, Mani{, Choo Chun.

(Signal Corps Photo)
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learning had to be done from Japanese books, and they dislike using them intensely. It is surprising how well they
can get along with Eng lish books. English is taught in all
the middle schools, but the teachers are not always well
prepared. Those people speak English fairly well who
were ,taug ht by American missionaries. But one usually can

get along without an interpreter; if he will write what he
wants to convey, then the Koreans will do likewise.
My most interesting trip to the schools was made by
jeep during June, just prior to the rainy season. T he adviser
in nursing education and I started out prepared for the
worst but hoping for the best. We were very fortunate in
that we stopped every night at a town where there were

Americans and we got over the roads where the bridges
were out before it started to rain. O ne bounces around like
a little rubber ball on the poor roads and knows when the
trip is over he has been through the mill. W e were gone
about two weeks and when in a position to complete the

\X'INNEH OVER 1,0CO other s!iUdents in a boo kkecpiog, contes~ sponsored by the "Business Education \X'orld" was this
Koron bo)' (left) , l.ee, Eun Tak, who took first place in the
junio r division. His teacher ( ccnt!'r), Kim, Byung Kwun,
and principal (ri,!!ht) , Mang, 0100 Chun, present him with a
certificat e and cash award, as the)• o ffer their congratulations
for leadin~ students frnm 13 statrs o f the 0nited States and
several Canadian provinc<~ .

trip by train, had the jeep loaded on a freight car and
shipped back.
Our participation in a bookkeeping contest in May,
sponsored by the "Business Education World," has been one
of the highlig hts of my work with the Korean schools.
Since we could not pay the entry fees in American dollars,
these were waived. Ten entries from each of the four
schools selected were entered in the junior division of the

contest. Imagine my surprise and good feeling when the
results showed that one of our students won first prize in

the division and all the students qualified for j unior
achievement certificates.

Institutes Interesting
schools for the Koreans during the Japanese regime. The
trend has been toward a coeducational school system and
classes that meet five clays a week. Most of the schools at
present, however, are set up either for boys or girls, and
classes meet only two or three times a week. This transition

period has been difficult, and it is the hope of the Department of Education that changes will be made in another
year.
The schools are handicapped from several angles, not
the least of which is the textbook situation. Books are
written by Koreans but must be approved by the department
before they can be printed. The advisers and Koreans
employed in the department work hand in hand when approving books or sending them back to the authors for revisions. The question of securi ng paper for the printing
arises as soon as a book receives approval. If the paper is
available, the book is printed ; but if it is not available, the
book must wait. Sometimes it takes months to get .a book
printed. In commercia l education, we have succeeded in

getting the bookkeeping book for the first year printed and
expect to have those for the second and third years ready 111
i nother month.

Trips by Train and Jeep
Since the 32 commercial schools are scattered all over
South Korea and it is my responsibility to visit them, l
have gone on trips by train to visit some and by jeep to visit
others, to date covering about 20 of them. The Koreans
always welcome all of us from America, for they have the
feeling we can be of some help to them. Particularly do
they ask for books- written in English ; for tlieir previous
10

T he institutes for commercial teachers have been inter.
esting . One was held for two weeks in January at Seoul,

where conditions could not compare with any in the States.
W e had to use almost unheated rooms; and I wore stadium
boots and a parka. The maximum tempe rature range was
between 50 and 60. In order to reach the institute, we rode
in an open jeep and when on field ,trips used a truck with
no top.

In contrast, the summer institute came during the

latter part of July and the first th ree weeks in August--the
hoetest part of the summer and the worst of the rainy
season.

This institute was for teachers in the provinces,

and they came in when they could- some for one week, some
for two, and some for three. Two of the teachers held the
record for coming the entire four weeks without missirtg a

day.
In South Korea are the two Colleges of Commerce;
one is part of the Seoul N ational U niversity and one, a
private college in Chongju, opened in June 1947. There
also are private universities and colleges that teach some

commercial subjects. All the policies fo,r the schools are
formulated in the N ational Department of Education, with
the help of the American advisers. Koreans in the department pass on the information to the schools and see that
they carry out the policies.
Although this letter may g ive you some idea of the
commercial education in Korea, it cannot sound as interesting as the work has proved to be. With all Korean education in a transition period, it would seem that the
groundwork laid now is most important ; and anything we

can do to help put the Koreans on the right track may help
them to reap a good harvest later on.
THE A LUMNI Q UAR1'ERI..Y

Around the Clock
At Normal
Lincoln
Milner Library now has on microfilm the collection of
Abraham Lincoln papers which came into the possession of
the United States in July. T hese were opened after a 28year ban of secrecy.
Anyone is invited to see the film, which cost the University some S645. It is estimated that copies of the docu-

Records

ments in their o rig inal size would have cost nearly $6,000.

A hnal analysis of the ISNU enrollment shows a number
of records were broken this fall. Not only is the total registration figure of 2,052 resident students the largest in the
h:story of the University but the number of men nosed out
the number of women by two. There are 1,027 male students at JSNU as compared with l,025 females. Both the
out-of-state enrollment and the number of students from
Cook County are record breakers. fou r percent or 86 ISNU
students are from out of state this year. Eight percent or
190 students are attending the University from Cook
County.

Included in the collection are 18,350 letters, documents, and
pieces of memoranda covering the life of Lincoln from
the time he was 24 years old. Nearly two miles of film
have been used in reproducing the collection.

Placement
ISNU placement officials received some 2,500 requests
for teachers during 1947, the an nual report released from
the Bureau of Appointments shows. In contrast some 355

ISNU alumni are listed by the bureau as securing new positions. The group includes some graduates of other years in
ac!dition to members of the 1947 class, who scattered into
16 states, Washington, D. C., and Venezuela as well as over

59 counties in Illinois. Only 8 percent left the state.
In commenting upon the report, Dr. J. W. Carrington,
ISNU placement director, points out that salaries of teachers
are somewhat better, but teachers still are scarce. "People
in Illinois generally have been educated to pay salaries of
$2,400 to $2,500 for beginning teachers without experience.
N o one need leave JSNU for less. Yet we don't have
enough teachers in Illinois, and there are more than 2,100

emergency certificates in use right now." Biggest shortage
of teachers is in the elementary schools. Only 55 of the 194
ISNU graduates now teaching from this year's class went
into elementary work. Not one is teaching in a rural school.
NOVEMBER,
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Round-Up
Saturday, December 6, has been selected as the date
and " Improvement of Teacher Education" as the theme of
the 15th Annual Administrative Round-Up at ISNU. T he
general outline of the conference for school administrators
has been changed somewhat, but the purpose is the same.
New feature of the 1947 Round-Up is the co-operative
planning now underway through campus visitation. The
faculty committee in charge of the Round-Up is urging
school administrators and teachers to visit the campus before
December 6 as well as to attend the Round-Up on that date.
They are being asked to see student teachers at work and to
study the ISNU course offerings. They are invited to examine facilities available to the University for its program.
Each administrator is asked to bring a few teachers to the
campus with him.

YWCA Anniversary
The founding of the first student YWCA at ISNU on
Nov. 12, 1872 was marked by a 75th anniversary program
arranged by the campus YWCA. The special program commemorated the work of Miss Lida Brown, who, as a student
at Normal, called the first meeting which led to the organization of a YW here and the beginnings of the college and
university associations all over the world. The anniversary program held on November 15 at ISNU attracted national and international attention. Delegates from student
11

ISNU'S ADV ISORY COMMITTEE O F T HE TEACHERS COLLEGE BOARD go, together w;,h PresMent FafrchHd (left) and
Board Chairman Frank G. Thompson (right.} o f Springfield when the board held its fall meeting at Normal in Octob~r. The
three members, from the left a1 the c~ntcr, a(e Lewis M. Walker (diploma 1913) of Gilman. Russell L. Guin of Danvi lle, and
Richard t=. D unn (diploma 1911) of Normal, the resident board member.

YW's as far away as W est Virginia attended, and alumni
members of the Local association as well as the present members participated.
A large number of g reetings from student associations

and former Y W members were read at the anniversary
luncheon._ Those participating in the program included:
Or. Jennie A. Whitten, who presided; Miss Edith Irene
Atkin, former sponsor of the ISNU association ; Mrs. Chester F. Lay (Harriet Lewi,, degree 1938) of Carbondale,
who represented the alumnae, and Miss Louise Fleming of
New York City, representing the national organization.
Speaker at the Recognition Service, at which both Illinois
Wesleyan University and ISNU students were inducted into
the YWCA, was Miss Helen Sh11111an ( degree 192 l), also
f ram Carbondale and an alumna member of the Normal
association. A public lecture by Dean Alice Lloyd of the
University of Michigan concluded the anniversary program.
Copies of a commemorative booklet prepared by members
ot the local association were distributed to all student organizations by the national YWCA as well as to persons attending the anniversary luncheon.
Faculty sponsor of the YWCA at ISNU now is Miss
Neva McDavitt. Other members of the advisory board include: Mrs. R. W. Fairchild, Miss Dorothy Hinman, Mrs.
R. W. Pringle, Or. Bertha Royce, Mrs. Roy E. Taylor, Miss
Christine Thoene, Dr. Whitten, Miss Lela Winegarner,
and Or. Anna L. Keaton, ex officio. YWCA cabinet
officers arc : Miss Donna Racobs, president; Miss Irene
Guither, vice-president; Miss Vivienne Lucas, secretary;
Miss Jean Hogle, treasurer; Miss Zella Bratton, program
l2

chairman; Miss Pat Stanley, music chairman; Miss Irene
Guithcr, membership chairman; Miss Elaine Johnson, fi.
nancial chairman ; Miss Freda Johnson, community service
chairman; Miss Marian Kruse, world fellowship chai rman;
Miss Kathryn Masten, social chairman; Miss Joy Ann
Price, publicity chairman; Miss Mari lyn Shaw, area representative; Miss Dorothy Shay, worship chairman; Miss
Jessie Simpson, White Room chairman.

Faculty
President R. W. Fairchild started his 15th year as head
of the University in October. This makes Im term of office
the second in length served by the University's eight presidents since 1857. President David Felmley set the record
with 30 years of service. Since the ISNU head came to
Normal in October 1933, the value of the University plant
has increased from one and one-half million to almost six
million dollars. T he ISNU enrollment has jumped from
1,537 to 2,052 students; the number of teachers and administrators has increased from l6t to 228.

* * *
Dean Chris A. DeYoung made a vacation trip to
Pennsylvania in November. While there, he attended meetings of the Council on Theological Education of the Presbyterian Church and talked before a number of groups about
his recent experiences in Germany.

* • *
Miss Ferne Melrose made a 10-day vacation visit in
Florida during November. She was a guest of Mr. and Mrs.
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f. E. Fraley at Palm Beach. Mr. Fraley (degree 1926) and
Mrs. Fraley (Irene frallceJ Diehl, diploma 1923 ) Jived in
this community more than 20 years while Mr. Fraley was
a member of the faculty. He resigned two years ago to go
into business in Florida.

* * *
A number of the art staff have paintings on exhibit
at the Withers Pub lic Library in Bloomington this month.
The show of work by local artists is sponsored by the
Bloomington-Normal Art Association. Faculty members
with paintings displayed are : Dr. Louis J-loover, Mrs. Mary
R. Parker, M iss M arion G. Miller, Prof. Donald L. Weismann, and Miss Lucille Becker.

*

* *

Dr. J. W . Carrington recently spoke at a meeting of
the I llinois State Chamber of Commerce in Chicago. He
discussed the teacher shortage. Dr. Victor M . Houston
appeared recently in the same city before the Illinois Association of Junior Colleges. He spoke on the junior college
as an instrument of democracy.

* * *
Dr. Eleanore Aldworth and Dr. Thomas D. Fitzgerald
attended the National Health Conference at Atlantic City
in October.

* * *
Dr. Richard G. Browne and Miss Frances Alexander
appeared this month on the program of a conference for
social science faculty members of state-supported colleges
and universities. This was held at Pere Marquette Park.

* *
Prof. Charles A. Harper has been appointed direct.or
of the Community School for Adults. Adult education
classes in the Bloomington-Normal area now are being
organized. They meet for seven weeks in the fall and for
a similar period in the sp ring.
Prof. H arper is the editor of two volumes of source
material entitled A merica, which came from the press this
month. The volumes are dedicated .. to a more informed
American citizenry" and published by the Standard Book
Co., Bloomington. They contain materials selected by the
editor for their historical importance between 1928 and
1945. Each copy of source material is introduced by a note
from the editor, which points out its importance.

* * *
Miss Elsie Brenneman, the retiring president of the
Illinois Association of Collegiate Registrars, presided at
the state convention of the association in October, which

was held in Peoria. Miss Cecilia Peikert attended the Midwestern Museums Conference at Grand Rapids, Mich., in

October. Dr. Anna Keaton talked before .the Madison
County Federation of Women's Clubs at its O ctober meeting, as well as at the University of Chicago Teachers College Conference in October.

* * *
Miss Dorathy Eckelmann is serving on the editorial
staff of the Quarterly /011ma/ of Speech, official publication of the Speech Association of America.

* * *
Dr. Esther French recently assisted with rating hockey
otticials at the midwest tournament of the U . S. Federated
H oc¼ey Association in Chicago.
NOVEMBER,
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Appointed
M rs. Peter Miller, president of the LaSa//e-Pem Daily
News Trib1111e, is a new member of the Teachers College
Board, governing body of the Illinois state teachers colleges.
She replaces Miss Harriet McIntire of Mendota, whose
term of office had expired. Mrs. Miller is the daughter of
Ruth Hanna McCormick Simms and the late Sen. Medil l
McCormick. She was appointed t.o the board by Governor
Dwight H. Green.

Fell Hall
New furniture, rugs, and draperies costin~ approxi•
mately SS,000 have been used in the redecoration of the
Fell Hall drawing room. Furnisl_,ings in this part of the
campus residence for women had hard usage during the war
period, when Navy personnel lived in the halll, and had
not been replaced since that time.
The work of redecorating was carried out by a Chicago
firm that sent its personal representatives to the campus to

study the situation, prepare sketches for University officials,
and consult with them about fabrics and styles. The traditional Georgian style of the roorn has been retained with a

new, modern approach. Around the sides of the room is
sectional furniture, and a large semi-circular piece stands
in front of the fire place. Draperies of colorful fabric are
of floor length while cornices at the top of the windows
give the room an entirely new look. Rugs carpet nearly
the entire floor.

With the new furnishings came a radio-

phonograph combination now being enjoyed by the 150
women living in the residence hall.

ISNU Clubs
Attendance at the lSNU Club meetings this fall ran
unusually high. An all-time record was set for LaSalle
County, when 176 alumni and guests attended the county
dinner in Ottawa October 15. The Will County lSNU Club
,lso had an unusually large meeting in Joliet October 27,
with 94 present. The Sangamon, Iroquois, Peoria, and
Vermilion County ISNU Clubs had slightly better attendance records than at their last meetings. Alumni in Springfield had not t)1et for two years and had an enthusiastic
grou p present, although many had just returned from
Homecoming at Normal. The Jinner in Watseka also came
just a few days after the annual celebration on campus.
H earing about education and people as well as travel
in far places seems to be the favorite choice of alumni for
ISNU Club programs this year. D ean Lhris A. DeYoung
filled three engagements before the clubs, speaking upon his
recent experiences in Germany. Miss Nancy l<aisbeck ( degree 1936) , assistant librarian, told one group about her
work in Europe as an Army librarian; and Miss E11nice
Blackbum (degree 1916), former faculty member, told
another about education in Yucatan. One club booked the
ever popular geography field trip pictures. Student musicians entertained two .alumni clubs; one scheduled the University Student Council president as a speaker.
Now heading six of the ISNU Clubs are entire slates
of new officers. The new presidents recently elected include: Mrs. Phyllis l<ey110/ds ( 1944-46, 1947) of Streator,
Miss Elizabeth Go11gar (degree 1942) of Joliet, !Vwell
Dieterich ( degree 1935 ) of Springfield, IVendell Keefe
(diploma 1938) of Woodland, Jame, Henebry (diploma
1930) of Peoria, and Mrs. Rosie Mareiko (1942-46, 1947)
of Danville.
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W inners
Queen of the Illinois State Normal University Homecoming October 3 I-November I was Miss Martha Lou Alverson of Bloomington, selected from a group of 17 students at an all-University election. Ladies-in-waiting to
Miss Alverson, who were runners-up in the election, were
Miss Joyce Truckenbrod, Mendota; Miss Eula Mae Bess,
Fairbury; Miss Jean Kempel, Pearl City, and Miss Gloria
DeVries, Chicago.
The house decorations contest this year attracted a
particularly large number of entries. T he winning. organizations ranked in the following order : Fell Hail, Social
Snence Club, Smith Hall, Cardinal Court, Home Economics
Club, Nature Study Club. Twelve prizes were given rooming houses that participated in the contest. Those receiving
the first three awards were the l1ouses at 303 South University, 403 South University, and 404 Broadway.
The Homecoming. parade also attracted a large number of entries and w.as one of the longest in the history of
ISNU Homecomings. Entries were d ivided into mobile

and walking units, and prizes were awarded in both divisions. Organizations winning prizes in .the mobile division
ranked in the following order: Orchesis, Mennonite School
of Nursing, Palette Club, Social Science Club, Business
Education Chm, Maize Grange, Industrial Arts Club. T he
Social Science Club won first place with its walking entry.
Other walking entry prizewinners were Women's Recrea-

tion Association and Mennonite School of Nursing.
Eleven high school bands participated in the parade
and also took part in a review on McCormick Field later
that morning. five of the group were directed by ISNU
alumni. The towns from which they came, with the names
of their directors, follow: Bloomington, Charles N e tv /011
( degree I 937) ; Cerro Gordo, Clark
a/dmier ( degree

w·

1942); Hoopston, Carl C. fe11se11 (degree 1939) ; Metamora, Fred A. S1ephemo11 (degree 1939); Normal, D1111ca11
l\1il/er, (degree 1938).
A fall festival was sponsored by the Town of Normal
in conjunction with the Homecoming this year. Store windows were decorated for a parade and a street dance held
on Halloween eve. A number of the mer~hants winning
prizes for their decorations had the help of ISNU students.
These included: H. M. Albert, George Nellos, Eddie Anderson, and Tremaine Spencer. This festival will be an annual
affair, according to plans made by the Normal Chamber of
Commerce.

Events
More than 100 speech teachers from public schools,
colleges and universities attended the annual convention of
the Speech Association of Illinois at ISNU November 7
and 8. In charge of local arrangements were Prof. G. Bradford Barber, secretary of the association; Miss Dorathy
Eckelmann, first ,•ice-president, and Dr. F. L. D. Holmes,
head of the ISNU department of speech.

* * *

Miss Marjorie Lawrence, Metropolitan opera dramatic soprano, charmed a capacity audience in Capen Auditorium November 19 with her public concert. She also was
presented to faculty members and students at a reception
following the concert in Fell Hall.

* * *

The first showing of prints in this country by one of
South America's rnost famous printmakers was held in th.e
14

Milner Library art gallery during November. The exhibit
of 38 lithographs, etchings, engravings, and linoleum blocks
showed the work of Carlos Hermosilla Alvarez, 42-yearold Chilean. It was loaned to ISNU by Miss Carolyn Bradley of Ohio State University, who br.ought the prints to the
United States from Chile.
T he ISNU All-Girl Marching Band and Men's Redbi rd Band have filled a number of off-campus engagements
this fall, in addition to appearing at Normal football games.
They led the parade at the Eureka Pumpkin Festival and
presented a show at the Pumpkin Bowl contest. They
appeared at the Eastern Illinois State College Homecoming
in Charleston, and the men's organization gave a concert
in Springfield at the invitation of Governor Dwight H .
Green in connection with the National Aviation Clinic
ltmcheon.

Football Season Reviewed
The Redbird football men opened and closed their ·47
schedule impressively in a season that found the ISNU team
holding the statistical edge in almost every game but fai ling
to take advantage of several scoring opportunities. A victory over Wesleyan in the 55th playing of the twin-city
rivalry starting in 1887 was the highlight of the season.
Coach Ed $truck's men seemed on their way toward an
outstanding season when they toppled Indiana State by a
20-7 count in the season's opener here as McCormick Field
and dropped Michigan State Normal 6-0 at Ypsilanti the
following week. A series of two ties and three losses foll.owed, b ut the Struckmen came back strong for the final two
games of the year to overpower Western State 26-0 and
outpoint Wesleyan 12-3.

Two Victories Open Schedule
Fans saw the Redbirds strike twice in the first five minutes and again in the second quarter against the Indiana
team and hold the visiting Sycamores to a single second-half
tally. Six plays from scrimmage netted touchdowns by Dick
Baldrini and Ray Morelli. Baldrini skirted rig.ht end for
a counter from 15 yards out on the fourth play .of the game
and a thrilling pass from Bill Brady to Morelli took the
Redbirds 74 yards for their second counte r. Merlin Belle
copped an Indiana fumble on the visitors' LL in the second
quarter, and a Brady pass to John Zaranti clicked for the
final Redbird touchdown. The visitors scored against the
ISNU reserves in the thi rd quarter.
Roosevelt Banks turned a possible 0-0 deadlock into a
6-0 victory the following week at Ypsilanti, Mich., with a
65-yard gallop with an intercepted pass. There were two
minutes of playing time remaining in the game that had
been a standstill up until that time.

Play to Ties with N orthern and Southern
T he first loss of the year came at the hands of a strong
Loras College eleven at Dubuque, la. The Loras team
dr.opped the Redbirds 20-7 in a hard-fought affair and later
completed its ni ne-game schedule undefeated. Pat Simone
scored on a line play, and Dean Burridge converted for the
only Normal scores.
In their first IIAC trial, the Redbirds played to a 7-7
tie with the Northern Huskies as time ran out in the final
period with the Redbirds on the Northe rn five. Brady
THE ALUMNI QUA RTERLY

ORCHESIS DESIGNED TH E \~INNING FLOAT in the mobi!e divi,sion of 1he Homecoming parade this fall. "Victory
Offeri ng to ISNU'' wrts ti-.~ 1.hl m<! of ,:,e floa t, on which members of the organi;eation prcsent~<l the skin of the "Bear;'
\~ashington Universit)', Homecoming football opponem, 10 M iss ISNU .

scored on a wide end sweep from 45 yards out, with strategic
blocks by Belle and Baldrini clearing the sideline path.
Burridge's try for point was successful. The only Northern
scoring chance was turned into a touchdown after two consecutive long passes carried the Huskies from deep in their
own territory to the ISNU five.
A highly charged Eastern Panther eleven clipped the
Redbirds 13-6 for the Eastern Homecoming game. John
D al Santo climaxed a series of drives with the only Normal
score. The Red and White came within inches of upsetting
the league-leading Southern Maroons as the two IIAC teams
battled to a 6-6 tie on McCormick field. A five-yard spot
pass from Brady to Morelli netted the sole Redbird score
as several other scoring drives stalled inside the Maroon
ten. Brady and Bob Trumpy counted two markers each as
the Struckmen had little trouble in running up a 26-0
count against the Western Leathernecks at Macomb.

Close with 12-3 Win O ver Wesleyan
A mixed running and passing attack plus the tenacity
of the ISNU defensive line spelled a 12-3 victory over Wesleyan at McCormick Field. A crowd of 4,000 saw Brady
run his favorite naked reverse to the Wesleyan five late in
the first quarter and Stratman sweep wide to the right to
score on the next play. A low kick by Burridge left the
count at 6-0 until Al Frey counted three for the Titans,
after the ISNU line had held three times on its own fiveNOVEMBER, 1947

yard line in the third quarter. Three fumbles and successive
Wesleyan passes to lanky Hank Bennett gave the Redbird
fans several anxious moments during the third period.
However, the ISNU men rnme back to hold the edge again
in the fourth quarter. The final touchdown came on an
accurate eight-yard toss from Louie Baker to Morelli in the
Wesleyan end zone. Particularly commendable was the
tackle play of Walter Laitas and the line backing of George
Hrehovcsik.

T hese Gridders Were Regulars
Regular linemen who went through the season for
Coaches Struck and Frye were ends Roosevelt Banks and
Merlin Belle, F reeport; Ray Morelli, Canton; Tom Raeside,
Detroit, Mich.; Jim Morgan, Bloomington; tackles Walter
Laitas, Westville; Harlow Swart.out, Gales.burg; Bill Harris,
Chicago; Myron Erdman, Chenoa; guards Roy Woods,
Bloomington; Melvin Kuethe, Edwardsville; D ick Rockenback, Cabool, Mo.; Glenn Harjcs, Mendota; centers Les
Gad.bury, Monticello; Don Boekholder, Freeport, and Don
Lohmar, Galesburg. Laitas, Harjes, and Morgan are seniors.
Backs carrying most of the ball carrying and blocking
assignments for the season were quarterbacks Bill Brady,
Urbana; Louie Baker, Monticello; halfbacks Gene Stratman,
(Continued on page 20)
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This Is CARD,NAL COURT
Corner of Main Street and Sud...Juth Road, N ormal -·- on 10 fertile acres of U niversity Farm g round --- where 85 married ISN U vet students with their families and 121
single veterans live, work, play, and study in good-neighborly fashion inside the newest
village of McLean County.

T H E FRONT STEP is a combinat~on worksho p and play area
as a m.,v piL--ce of furniture is sanded by L)•man Smith and
Jim Stak-:-r.

N ci~hbo rs, Mrs. Mark Tucci and son D>•ron, look

on: but Jimm)' Srnker is more conccmed with his dump truck.

CENTER OF POPULATION- of this and the next
A NEW
generation- has mushroomed in Normal within the
past 12 months. This village within a town is Cardinal
Court, corner .o f Main Street and Sudduth Road, the home
of many of the 614 veteran students attending Illinois State
Normal University. An unstable census Jigure that has
passed 400 for the Court overshadows that of the village of
Hudson, population 324, seven miles to the north on the

same highway.
At Cardinal Court one-fifth of the ISNU male student
body, many with their families, live, work, play, and studyelbows apart-with good-neighborliness and a live-and-letlive philosophy of life (and education). Single men occupying the five dormitory buildings in the village number 12 1
at present, but the figure is being gradually reduced toward
the comfortable capacity of 96 students. All 85 of the
apartment units for married vets and their families are filled,
and the waiting list looks formidable to those outside.

ISNU has changed. You won't
know how much until you read this
article that tells about life in the
housing project for ISNU veterans.
Here some 400 residents of Cardinal
Court learn about problems connected with village life as the
veterans complete their studies.
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First hopes and plans for Cardinal Court grew to life
under the Federal Public Housing Authority and the Lanham
Act set up to provide housing for distressed veterans. The
nati.onal bureau, now the Public Housing Administration,
supplied all of the building materials and construction work.
All "on-the-site"utilities and the land for the project were
supplied by the University. A fund of S20,000 was allocated
from the University budget for the development of the sitebuilding roads, installing water system and sewers, and
wiring for electricity. Representing lSNU in contracting

sidewalks have been constructed by the villagers with the
gravel in the original walks, bags of sand and cement, and
some willing back muscles. The gloss and polish on various
floors got that way after hours of sanding and filling the
soft wood floors. One trio of families rented a sanding
machine for a day and kept it going in shifts for 24 consecutive hours-with a bddge game in session for the shift
off duty.
Most wives with children have their own washing
machines. Others make pilgrimages to a self-laundry establishment in Bloomington. Single vets at the village state
that they too have been frequenting the launderette and
report that they arc more welcome during home visits without their washings.
Some of the villagers work at part-time jobs to supplement their GI Bill incomes. Thirty-nine of the single men

for this work was Preston Ensig n, University business man-

ager.

Opening Delayed Until April 1947
The original plans for occupancy of the village were
dated September 1946, but the official opening came April
1947 after shortages of skilled labor and materials in the
building trades delayed completion. Local contractors working on site preparation for the University stayed ahead of
the building construction company. T he first housing
authorization allowed seven buildings, but the present 27building project was approved before work was started on

I .,1,.

Villagers visit on the lawns and compare homes during
the little free time veteran students have. The social event
of the Court this fall was the recent all-village weiner roast,
when the new mayor and his eight counci Imen for the
current year were introduced. Villagers have turned out
for the varsity football games to see neighbors Louie Baker,
Bob Trumpy, and others in action on the gridiron.
Streets are still named A, 8 , C, and D. T he mayor and
council recently held a street-naming session that ended in
a deadlock. The village streets were to be named for trees
as are the Normal streets, but finding the name of an
acceptable tree that begins with D has stopped even Dean
Linkins for the moment. Dogwood, the only suggestion
to date, was not looked upon with favor.
It takes a walk through the village streets on a balmy
fall afternoon for one to grasp the true population of
C1rdinal Cou rt. The play center of the village is The
Tree (the only one except newly-planted ones) area where
a swing, sand box, and sliding board attract the youngsters.
An exchange of notes concerning the arrival of the latest
small citizen of the Court is common food for conversation
among village wives.
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and sketches submitted to the Chicago area office of the
FPH A, site and building construction work started during
the summer of 1946.
The married citizens of Cardinal Court own approximately 90 percent of their unit furnishings. Iceboxes,
stoves, and water heaters are furnished; and the occupants

Villagers Support Football

_,,_

the former plan. After the University farm site was chosen

pay for all utilities except water. T he rent figure of $30
for a one-bedroom unit and $35 for a two-bedroom unit
is scaled downward if the total rent exceeds 20 percent of
the combined income of a particular couple. To be eligible
for a two-bedroom unit, the occupants must have an older
person that is a dependent living with them or have one

among the 121 arc employed, and 27 of the married vets
are working. Many of the group of 85 vets' wives work
full time-the University and State Farm lnsucance Company are the usual employers. The shopping for food
problem is a big one, with the business district of Normal
five blocks away. There is no village market, but a neighborhood store two blocks d istant gets the trade of many
Court housewives.

L ,_

'I

or more child ren th ree years old .or over.

"Home" T ouch Added by Hard Work
A lot of hard work by the Court residents is responsible for the " I didn't realize that this was so nice"
comments by visiting friends and relatives. Several concrete
THE ALUMNI Q UARTERLY

AN INVITATION to l unch with Ray and Annabelle Gerfcn was extended to the- phoc,ogrnpher. At rip;.ht, Mrs. Gerfen
prepar.::s 1he meal after leaving her job al the Unive rsity. \Vives mak.: or buy their curtains and drapes. 1l1e icebox,
stove, and sink arc pare of the ISNU apartment furnishings.

NOVEMBER, 1947
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This month many of the wives at Cardinal Court
joined with other wives of University veteran students to
form an organization. Leaders in the group have indicated
that the primary purpose of their organization is to learn
how to do the things that will be expected of them as
wives of teachers.

Priority Based on Need
A special University committee, appointed by Pres,dent
R. \V/. Fairchild, establishes the eligibility for housing
among the many applicants. Members of this committee arc
Dean R. H . Linkins, chairman, Dr. Ray Stombaugh, Dr.
Bjarne Ullsvik, Joe Cogdal, and John Allison. Government
regulations based entirely upon distress are the original
bases for eligibility. \V/hen several applications are received,
the committee must determine which of the group represented are in the greatest need of housing. For example,
eviction from rrevious dwelling is a strong factor in establishing nee,.
A mayor of the whole village and four counci lmen
each from the single men's dormitories and the married
men's apartments serve a one-year term from September
to September. The mayor and council serve in an advisory
capacity, provide for elections, constitutional amendments,
and other project business. The retiring mayor, Charles
Gcsslein, and current c◊tmcil members carried out a 100
percent participation p lan in their recent election. The
election committee went to the vote with a delivery and
pick-up ballot service that produced results worthy of attention by national election p lanners.

All Villagers Are Veterans
All villagers are ISNU students with the exception of
Dr. Thomas 0. Fitzgerald, director of University Health
Service; Harry Lovelass, psychology professor, and Francis
Leary, a member of the maintenance staff of the University
- all veterans. Eight states outside of Illinois and the
District of Columbia are represented by the student group

VIL LAGE COUNCI LMAN Leo Pollak ( left) sweeps off the
welcome mat for visitors. The concrcte walk, flowe-rs, and
awnings were added by the Pollaks .

••I

TH E UN IVERSITY'S PART in the villa!}? i~ explained to Lyman and Aliccjan~ Smith by Business Manager Preston Ensign.
The Smit~1s were granted priorit)' for housin.c; aher being .~victcd from 1heir previous home. At ri~ht, Mrs. Smith comb.s her
hair in a bedroom corn:::r. Curtains. rug, furniture, bed and bedroom furnishings belong tO the Smiths: and the pol ished floor
is the result o f long hours of sanding and pol ishing on their part.
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THE CAMERA LOOKS down one of the four village sw:ctS t , show a cros~.-s ctio~ of the buildings occupying IO acres of
University Farm land. Iv)' vines, young trees, the we~k•s wash'n"'.. a c.:1r and dcli\C f)' trnck, and bab}"s pen and stroller
symbolize a nc,v way of life for ISNU students. Univcrsit)' Farm building.s stand in the background.

residing in the village this term. Men from Missouri,
Pennsylvania, Louisiana, California, Minnesota, Indiana,
and Wisconsin are on the village roste r.

ISNU Is Proud of the Court
ISNU and the neighboring community a re proud of the
village. President Fairchild recently listed Cardinal Court
as second only to Milner Library as a place of most probable interest to campus visitors. The village is here to stay
so long as ISNU veteran students are in need of housing.
Buisness Manager Ensign estimates that this period will be
from four to Jive more years.
So Cardinal Court stands on the Illinois prairie along
the path of tomorrow's teachers. Here the wives of 85
war veterans are doing without some of the pleasures that
go with a comfortable home and income to see their husbands throug h the remaining years of a college education.
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Monticello; John Dal Santo, Chicago; Dick Baldrini, Highland Park; fullbacks Bob Trumpy, South Pekin, and George
Hrehovcsik, Whiting, Ind. Hrehovcsik is the only senior
among the backfield men.
The defensive work of the Redbird line was the most
talked-about feature of the entire season. Very few opponents found going on the ground worthwhile against the
JSNU forwards, and most of the scoring against the Normal
eleven came as a result of momentary lapses on pass defense
deep in the Redbird secondary. For example, the line held
Southern to a net of 38 yards on the ground and Wesleyan
managed but 6L yards from rushing.
The best conference performances for the Red and
White were the ties with Northern and Southern. Both
touchdowns by the opposition were scored or made possible
by Jong passes. The play of the year for Coach Struck's
men was a naked quarterback reverse featuring the running
of quarterback Bill Brady. The play was responsible for
setting the Redbi rds in scoring position several times during
the season and seldom failed to be a surprise ground gainer.

lege of O akland City, Ind. A double header attraction is
scheduled to open the 1947-48 net season on D ecember 6,
with the varsity meeting the Chanute Field Flyers and the
..B'. team going against the Galesburg Branch of the University of Jllinois.
Several lettermen along with Capt. Bob Lockhart,
Wellington junior, are available for the net sport. The
veterans from last year that are expected to take over a
major portion of the playing time again this season are
Dick Baldrini, Highland Park; Leon H einle, Argenta; John
Jorstad, Newark; Jake Schoof, Homewood; Joe Konitzki,
Elgin ; Bill Brady, Urbana; Merlin Belle, h eeport, and
Louie Baker, Monticello. Baldrini, Brady, Belle, and Baker
were also football regulars and joined the net squad at the
completion of the varsity football schedule.
A group of sophomores with experience in " B'. team
games last season arc being crowded by some promising
freshmen candidates for posts on the "B.. team and varsity
travelling squad.

ISNU Basketball Scheduk:
Dec.

B Football, Cross Country Complete Season
A six-game schedule was recently completed by the "B"
football team after a possible seventh matching the Redbirds with the Bradley seconds was postponed and finally
cancelled because of field conditions at the Peoria school.
Coach " Pim" Goff's charges completed their season at the
.500 mark with wins over Bradley, Millikin, and Western
and losses to Northern, Wesleyan, and Eastern.
The Red and White cross country men have stored
their running togs in favor of activity in other sports. Coach
Joe Cogdal's distance men came through with the best season since pre-war days on the record for ISNU harrier
teams as they went through a fou r-meet card of dual contests undefeated, annexed fifth place at the annual Loyola
run, successfully defended their IIAC title in the conference
meet at Charleston, and placed second to the Flying Crusaders from Wheaton in the annual State Invitational Meet
held on the ISNU course.
Victims of the Redbirds in dual competition were Eastern of Charleston, Western Michigan, Wheaton, and Western of Macomb. Finishing in the first ten for Cogdal in
the state meet were Louie DePrino, fourth, Wayne Henderson, seventh, and Dick Schneider, tenth. Other regulars
for the season were Capt. Bill Augustus, John Winkler,
and Chuck DeLuka.

Basketball Opens Dec. 6
Although early turnouts for basketbr.11 made it necessary for Coach Joe Cogdal to hold two separate daily
practice sessions, the squad has now been consolidated into
one group of approximately 40 net candidates. The last
process of reshuffli ng the squad into a working unit was
made soon after the basketball men among the varsity
football squad changed their grid uniforms for basketball
attire.

A 20-game schedule announced recently by Athletic
Director Howard Hancock features the usual opponents
for the Redbi rds with the addition of Oakland City Col20

Jan.

6
10
13
16
20
27
7
10
t4
I7
24

3I
Feb.

3
5
7
14
18
21
25
28

Chanute Field at Normal
Eureka ColJege at Eureka
Millikin University at Normal
Eureka College at Normal
Wabash College at Wabash, Ind.
Oakland City College (Ind.) at Normal
Chanute Field at Rantoul
Eastern State at Charleston
Western St.ate at Normal
Northern Teachers at Normal
St. Joseph's at Collegeville, Ind .
Southern at Carbondale
Western State at Macomb
Ill. Wesleyan at Bloomington
Ball State (Ind.) at Normal
Eastern State at Normal
Ill. Wesleyan at Normal
Northern Teachers at DeKalb
Indiana State at Terre Haute, Ind.
Southern at Normal

W restling Outlook Is Promising
\'<'restling Coaches Gene Hill and Arley Gillett are
putting an ambitious group of candidates for the mat sport
through nightly practices in McCormick Gym. T he matmen moved inside early in November after a series of outside conditioning workouts were held for all grapplers not
already out for football or cross country. Coach Gillett was
a member of the ISNU wrestling team 1934-38 and joined
the faculty of the department of health and physical education in 1944.
Four lettermen from last season's squad are available
for duty again, but the strength of the team rests in the
promising turnout of freshmen with high schoo.1 wrestling
experience. Dick Rockenbach, Cabool, Mo.; Chet Schultz,
Clinton, la.; Dan Judy, Potomac; and George Hudelson,
Normal, are the regulars from last season, while Bob Mann,
Danville, and Steve Paynic, Wood River, are upperciassmen
that have previous mat experience.
A schedule is being worked out for the wrestlers to
give them their first .competition early in December. The
usual opponents for the Redbirds in the mat sport are
Bradley, Northern, and Wheaton.
THE ALUMNI QUARTERLY

In Memoriam
Miss Ellen Edwards ( diploma 1873 ), 94 years of age,
d ied at her home in Normal on September 28 following
an illness of five days. She was one of the town's oldest
residents and among the University's oldest Jiving graduates. Her father, Richard Edwards, served as president
of ISNU during 1862-76.

Mrs. Della II"ersbimki Allen ( 1892-93) died at her
home in Mendota August 13 after a long illness. She studied in Chicago as well as at ISNU and taught in the Blackstone School, Mendota. H er son, Robert F., is employed
as an information specialist by the Veterans Administration

After her graduation from Normal, Miss Edwards
taught in Lexington and Mt. Morris and then joined the
University faculty for a year. She was g raduated from the
Boston University school of oratory before fi lling add itional
tead, ing assignments in Boston and Colorado College. She
moved with her family to Bloomington in 1893, following
her father's service as pastor of the Congregational Church
in Princeton, as state superintendent of public instructiont
and as president of Blackburn College. She and her sister,
Miss Florence, bought a home in Normal in 1924, after
their parents' deaths.

Charles Sincere of Evanston and Mrs. Phyllis Connell of
Chicago.

This sister and .two brothers, Owen of Normal and
Walter of Pasadena, Cal., are the only survivors among
the 11 Edwards children. The family has always kept in
close touch with the University and presented annual awards

in public speaking to students winning the Edwards Medal
Contest. One of the organizers of the University YWCA,
Miss E llen was a devoted church member.
Mrs. A. B. Kipp (J\lary A. K11h11, diploma 1883 ) died
following a stroke at a nursing home in Rutland. She had
made her home in Normal since her husband's death. She
formerly taught in Shawneetown, Polo, and Minonk. One

in Washington, 0. C.

She also leaves two siste rs, Mrs.

Dr. 111/inifred B. Ma,-Jin ( 1894-95 ) died at his home
in Naperville August 17. H e studied medicine in Chicago
after leaving ISNU; and his wife, the forme r Iona McDonald, who survives him was from that city. A brother,
Ollie, of Alabama, also survives.

1'1yro11 D. Taylo ( 1896-98) died Aug ust I in
Rensselaer, lnd., where he had been a partner in a
trucking company the past 14 years. Mr. Taylo formerly
served as a school principal and athletic coach in Cham paign County for 23 years. H e and his wife, the former
Della Freeman, would have celebrated their forty-seventh
wedding anniversary this November. In addition to his
wife, he leaves eight children, l.5 grandchildren, one sister,
and three brothers. T he children include : Mrs. F. L.
Eshleman, Mrs. Thomas Donnelly, Waldo, and Robert, all
of Rensselaer ; JUiian of Downers Grove; Mrs. Guy
Freeman, Danville ; Mrs. W illiam Sheets of Hammond,
Ind., and Charles of Champaign.

daughter, Mrs. Charlotte B. W ilcox of Minonk, survives.

*

* *

$

*

Miss Ida Por/er (diploma 1883) died August 16 in
Onawa, la. She was 84 years old. A former concert and
oratorio singer, she had studied music in Paris, France.
Stirvivors include a sister, Miss Bessie, and two brothers,
Walter G . and William H., of Onawa. T he services and
burial were in Bloomington.
Dr. f olm A. Seo// (high school 1887 ) , 80, who taught
for 44 years at Northwestern University, died October 27
at his summer home at Gull Lake, Mich. He was a world
authority in Homeric studies and farnous for h is writings
on classical subjects.
In outlining the highlights of his personal history for
the alumni files, Dr. Scott wrote of his graduation from
Northwestern University, the obtaining of a Ph.D. degree
from Johns Hopkins University, and his teaching at Northwestern. "Am retired and in surnmer live in Michigan-

in winte r in Florida,'' he noted. ''Short and simple annals
of a professor. I would like to come back to Normal this
June ( 1947 ) but all whom l knew are gone, and it
would be a sorrow to return and not see a familiar face."

Survivors include his wife; a daughter, Mrs. Ralph
Hinstead of Washington, D.C.; a brother, President
Emeritus II"ailer Dill Seo/I (high school 1892) .o f Northwestern, and a sister, Mrs. D . K. Campbell, (Lo11isa Seo//,
diploma 1882) of B loomington.
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IVilli,1111 Vemo11 Skiles (diploma 190 1) , dean emeritus of the Georgia Institute of Technology, died September 10 in an Atlanta, Ga., hospital. Ill health caused him
to give up his duties as an executive dean in 194.5. Sixtyeight years of age, he had been a hospital patient for
several weeks.
The Georgia educator joined the Tech staff in 1906,
after receiving a bachelors degree from the University of
Chicago and teaching a few years. H e obtained a master's
degree at Harvard ; and the University of Georgia conferred
upon him the honorary deg ree of Doctor of Science in
1926, the same yea r that he was appointed dean. In commenting upon his death, the Georgia Tech president said:
"Dean Skiles sacrificed his health for his country and the
education of young men d uring World War II. At that
time he carried the duties and responsibilities now shared
by three men. His was a great intellect. He was a just and
firm administrato r. Thousands of Tech men all over the
world will be saddened when they learn that he has answered the final roll call."
The survivors include his wife, the former Ethel Ag nes
McWhirter; their son, Dr. William Vern.on Ski les, Jr.,
of Atlanta, Ga.; a brother, Roy Skiles of Evanston, and a
sister, Mrs. Ida Yenerich, of Paw Paw.
Mrs. E. Charles Teeter ( Nellie Ramona, 1908-09)
died August 22 at her home in Peoria. A life long resident
21

of Peoria County, she attended Bradley University and the
Peoria Conservatory of Music as well as JSNU. H er husband is vice president of a Peoria bank. She leaves one son,
Howard, and two grandsons in Peoria in addition to her
mother in Glasford and her husband.

*

* * *

Ray Popiel/ (diploma 1912 ) of River Forest died
September 16 following a b rief illness. He had been a
member of the P roviso Township High School industrial
arts faculty for .34 years. Mr. Poplett studied at Armour
Institute and Northwestern University, where he received
a master's degree, as well as at Normal. H e taught in Ford
County schools and Mattoon H igh School before going to

Maywood. His widow and two sons survive. They are
Robert, at home, and Ray Junior, a student at the University
of Chicago. The body was taken to Gibson City, his former
home, for interment.

Mrs. Sidney Lawrence (Hazel Seitz, diploma 1916)
died at her home in Bloomington on October 31, following an illness of two and one-half years. She was a teacher
for three years before her marriage in 1919. In addition
to her husband, she leaves her father, H . S. Seitz, and the
following children: T. Sgt. Sydney G. Lawrence, Jr., with
the Air Forces in Anchorage, Alaska, and Marjorie and
\ 'Villiam at home.

Also surviving are two brothers, Lyle

1937, he was assigned there; then five years ago he became co-ordinator of distributive education. The Springfield school system was one of the fi rst in the state to offer
a program enabling students to combine work in stores with
their studies, and Mr. Goodwin was asked to put it into
operation as ,veil as to direct it. Among other towns in
which this alumnus taught are \Xlaynesville, Stonington,
Homer, and Weldon. H e did graduate work at the Universities of Chicago and Missouri, receiving a master's
degree from the latter university.
The survivors include : his wife, the former Glyde
IVinrhel (diploma 1918 ) ; their two sons, Winchel of Ohio
and Keith of Springfield, and two sisters, Miss May Goodwi11 (degree 1923 ) of Normal and M rs. J. \V/. Ebener of
Tonica.

Miss Elizabeth May Pollork (degree 1938) of Springfield died suddenly in Monticello August 6, when visiting
a friend. She had been a teacher in the Springfield schools
more than 36 years, for the last six at Feitshans High
School. She held a master's degree from the University of
Illinois. A member of D elta Kappa Gamma and the
Springfield Classcoom Teachers Association, she was secreta ry of the latter group at the time of her death. Her
two sisters who survive1 Mrs. Margaret Bruns and Mrs.
Stella Rudd, both live in Springfield.

Seitz of Mitchell and Orval Seitz of Hopedale.

Miss Frayda Macy ( 1914- 16, 1919-20) of Normal
died August 21 after an illness of fou r years. She had
taught in Cropsey and Stanford as well as in the Chicago
elementary schools for 21 years. Her mother, Mrs Lillian
Macy, and a brother William reside in Normal. She also
leaves three sisters, Mrs. F. E. H athaway of Colorado
Springs, Colo., M rs. Mattie Hoff of Macomb, and Mrs.
Ben Stttbbkfield .of McLean, in addition to her b rot her
Robert of Heywo rth and Cecil of W ashington, D. C.

Charles Obo11m Danneberger ( degree 192 1) of Claremont, Cal., died July 24. He had been confined to his
home with a heart ailment the past six years. Mr. Danneberger served as a teacher and administrator in Illinois,
Arizona, and California schools before retiring because
of ill health in 1932. He moved to Claremont at that time
from Monrovia. He completed his edl;cation at the University of Southern Cali fornia with a master's degree in
education. His wife, the former Irene Viola Dodge, survives as well as their son, Marion of Colton, Cal.~ a sister.
Miss Mabel Danneberger of Shelbyville; a brother, Elmer
of Staunton, and two grandchildren.

* *
F, eeman C Goodwm (degree 1923 ) of Springfield
died July 20. when enroute home from a family reunion
at Tonica. He suffered a heart attack and was taken to a
Lincoln hospital, where he passed away.
Mr. Goodwin had lived in Springfield for 17 years,
his first assignment as a teacher being in the Converse
School. When the Lanphier High School was opened in
22

Miss Maribeth Cox ( 1940-41 ), daughter of M r. and
M rs. Ray Cox, Fairbury, died July 24 . She had been employed as an accountant for five years at the Oak Dale
Institution in Dwight. Besides her parents she leaves
three brothers, Hartzell of Fairbury, M aurice of Pontiac,
and Drell of Peoria.

Edwin Louis Be11dsch11eider (degree 1947) died
August 9 in a Bloomington hospital, where he had been a
patient about a week. He was g raduated from Bloomington
High School, employed in Hopewell, Va., during 1942-43,
and spent almost two years in the Navy. At ISNU he
majored in physical science. The survivors are all of
Bloomington: his wife, the former Eliz"beth H older ( degree 1942), and their 18-month-old daughter; his mother,
Mrs. Hulda Bendschneider; th ree brothers, Harry, Roy, and
Fred_; and five sisters, Mrs. Wasley Erickson, Mrs. Marguerite Cotner, Mrs. Lawrence Theis, Mrs. Ted Knu th,
and Miss Melba Bendschneider.

*
Henry G. lf/indle, a sophomore in the ISNU business
education department from Gibson City, d ied August IS
from injuries received in an accident. The motorcycle he
was riding collided with a truck in Bloomington, and he
passed away soon after being admitted to a hospital. He
was a veteran of World War II. In addi tion to his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. H. G . Windel of Gibson City, he leaves a
brother, Eugene, in California.

Deaths recently reported to the alumni office without
further information are those of Miss Mary Ella Shields
(diploma 1927 ) and S. A. D. Faris (diploma 1892).
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1888-1914
Howard

Brode

(diploma

1888)

of
Santa M onica, Cal., recently visited the
cnmpus for the first time in some 30
ye:trs. He, one son, and t:1c son·s wife
were on their way to Columbus, Ohio, to
visit :1nother son. W hile in Normal Mr.
Brode looked up Mrs. A lbert S. Hanna
(Luella Denman, diploma 1889) and Anthony MiddiclOn (diploma 1888, degree
1928). who were his· classmates at ISN U.
Miss Lela M ay Bullock (1904·0 7) has
been employed as Latin and mathematics
instructor in the Earlville High School.
Miss Bullock !us been teaching the past
few years in California schools. She attended the Un i versit)' of Illinois and the

University of Chicago as well as ISNU.
.Mrs. Mary Yoder J>arrack (diploma
1913) was o n campus recently, on her way
to visit relatives and friends in 1roquois
County and in Wisconsin from her home
in Phoenix, Ariz. She is the sister of Lee
Yoder ( degree 1915) , a professor in the
departme nt o f geology and geography at
Drake: University, D es Moines, Ia.
r,.,fi ss Lyd ia B. Rademacher (diploma
1914) or Deadwvod, S. Dak., completed
44 years as a teacher last spring. She
plans to be in Illinois next spring and
summer and hopes to attend the annual
class reunion s at ISN U.

19 16-22
Charles H . Briggs ( degree 1916) has accepted a position in the Toluca Community High School as manual training, physics, and chemistr)' instructor. He taught
at Bethan)' the past six years.
Edwi n Durr.is (diploma 1916) of El
Paso, Tex., visited the campus in October
while enroutc to New York to sec his
publisher. His antholog)', All the Best
Dog Poems, published last year, was reviewed in a recent issue of the Alumni
Quar terlr.
Arnold D. Co llier (1910-16), headmaster of the Collier School, St. Petersburg,
Fla., was one of th e winners in a national
contest recently conducted by the Ralston
Purina Company. He won a set of Flint
kitchen knives for completing a sentence
about Purina feed.
Mrs . F. H. Halladay (Verna Ea rl, diploma 1922) lives in LaGrange and
writes that she is busy as a housewife and
mother.
Leo J. Flood ( 1921-22), has been appointed acting superintendent of the
NOVEM BER,
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Illinois School for the Blind in Jacksonville. He joined the focult)' of the School
for 1he Blind in 1911 a.nd has taught
Latin. French, hisUH}' and commercial
law.
H oward C. Nelson (diploma 1922 ) lives
at Monmouth and is instructor of engi-

neering drawing at the Ga lesburg d i,•ision o f the Universit)' of Illinois. He
taught in the Clinton, LaSalle-Peru, and
M onmouth High Schools and in Monmouth College before going to the Universit)' of Illinois last year.
Mrs. Forrest Drrcr (V.-erna Marie
Va.ndcrvoort, diplonu 1922) is a housewife at Randolph . She taught for two
years after graduating from ISNU. Her
husband is a farmer and substitute rural
mail carrier. They have one son, Forrest
Eugene, who was graduated from high
school last spring.
M rs. Gynetha Wilson Hawks (diploma
1922), a member of one of the classes
which held reunions last spring. writes
that she is a housewife at M cNabb.

1926-29
111fiss Bernadine Mary Ayers (degree
1926) is now te:iching the sixth grade
in the Cabrillo Elementary School, San
Diego, Cal. She taught the past five ye ars
in the Lincoln School, Bloomington.
Him mel
( 1916-20,
M iss
.M inerva
1925) has been emplO}'ed by the Buckley
grade school to teach grades three, four,
and five and take charge of girls· physicaf
education. For the past three years she
taught the Denger School, which was
merged with the Buckley School in a recent consolidation.
Floyd Cunningham (degree 1926) re•
cently joined the faculty of Southern Il linois University, Carbond:ile, as chairman
of the department of geograph)'. He had
been head of the geograph}' department
at State Teachers College. Florence, Ala.,
for 17 ye:irs and was instructor at ISNU
for one term. Listed in Who's \'7ho in
America and in lntern:it ional World
\X/ho's \X/ho. he holds a doctor·s degree
from Clark University, Worcester, Mass.
During a ycar·s leave of absence from
State Teachers College, he recentl}' taught
in the American A rmy University at Biarritz, Fr:ince.
Mrs. Alexander N . Storm (Alice Car--ey
Storm, diploma 1926) celebrated her 86th
binhd:iy in August. A series of parties
honoring her were given over a two-week
period by vario us friends and organiza.

tions, including the Jol iet chapter of the
Daughters of American Revolution, of
which she is a charter member. Follow ing
her graduation from JSNU, Mrs . Swrm
taught art and literature in the Calumet
High School, Harvey, until 1936. She
now lives with her <laughter and son-inlaw in J o liet.
f o rmer ISNU housemates of .M rs.
James Biggins (Elizab~th Ko hley, diploma
1926) mo at her home in Jol iet du ring
the summer for their first reunion in 21
years. Those :-mending were Dr. and .Mrs.
Abel Hanson and two daughters of Eliz:1Deth, N . J.; 1'-fr. and Mrs. T homas Tully
and six children of Henry; 1'-·t r. and Mrs.
James J. White from River Grove; Mr.
and t-.frs. William Hunt, their son, and
daughter of Napervi lle, and M r. and J\-trs.
Joseph Goff and two daughters from
Hammond, Ind . Mrs. Hanson is the former Martha Dunn an (diploma 1926) nncl
Mrs. Goff is the former Anna Swncham
(diploma 1926). The alumni office is unable to identif)• Mrs. Tully. M rs. W hite,
and Mrs. H unt by their married names.
Mr. H anson received a degree from ISNU
in 193,0 and is superintendent o f schools
in Eliz,1beth, N . J.
Mr. and Mrs. Lauren D . W oods
live in Clinton, where 'M
. r. W oods is a
general contractor. Mrs. W oods is the ...
former Opal ldalhia Erner)' ( dip loma
1927) . She taught in the Bat:ivia ,Publ ic
Schools until her marriage and still does
substitute teaching occasiona lly, :is well as
office work for her husband. Mr. and
M rs. Woods have one daughter, Linda, 8
ye:irs old.
The Rev. Marion $. Ha rvey (degree
1927), is the new pastor of the Fi rst
lvfe1hodist Church at St. Joseph, Mo. He
has recentl)' been serving as p:istor of the
First 1'--fcthodist Church at Excelsior
Springs, Mo.
Miss Marie H ooper (degree 192i ) is
teaching mathem:itics at the Jol iet Township High School this year. After teaching
in a country school, a junior high school,
and various senior high schools, she was
on the staff at the Thornton Township
High School, Harvey, the past year . She
has a master·s degree from the University
of Illinois.
H omer Hurst (degree 1927) received a
doctor's degree from George Peabody
College for Teachers, Nashville, Tenn.,
the past summer.
He is associate
professor of social studies at Mu skingum
College, New Concord, Ohio.
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1-.f iss Lelah A llison (degree 192S) is a
new member of the faculty at McKendree

College, leb:rnon, where she is serving as
an

English

instructor.

She

previously

taught at Southern llli_nois University,
Carbondale.

Lyle R. Dawson (degree 1928), head of
the department of chemistry of the University of Kentucky, Lexington, Ky., is
c hairman of the Lexington section of the
American Chemical Society for the corning
year.

Forrest Cockrell

(degree 1929) ha s

been cmplO}'Cd as social science in structor
in the Mesa High School, Mesa, Ariz. He
had worked with program and members hi p at the Peoria Y.M.C.A. since 1944.

Harri.s Dean (degree 1929), recently
named director of student teaching at
Ball State Teac.hcrs College, Munci e, Ind ..
comp leted work for a doctor's degree at
the Universit)' of Illinois last summer.
A recent issue of The \'(feekl)' Kan •
.sas City Sta r c:irricd a lengthy artide o n
the feeding program used by M ilton C.
M athew (diploma 1929) on his 600-acre
farm near W indsor, Mo. A picture of ~fr.
1'.fathew with the co unty agricultur:11 ex•
tension :igent was included .
J ames Schroeder (deg ree 1929) is on
le:ive from the Moorehead, Minn., State
Teachers College high school to work
toward a doctorate at the University of
Minnesota. Mrs. Schroeder (Jan et Oond anvi llc, degree 1930) te:1ches at Concordia College in Moorehead. Thcr have
one son.
Mrs. P au li ne W h ipple Taylor (degree
1929) has accepted a position as science
and mathematics instructor in the Brooklyn H igh School and is l iving at Rushville .
She previously taught in the Browning
High School.
M rs. 1\.targaret Triplett Y ates (degree
1929) , a member o f this )'Car's reunion
Class of 1907, l ives in Chicago. Her occupation at present is that of supervising
farms near Griggsville. She taught in
Oak Pa rk from 1929 to 1945. Her daughter, Marianne, a former student ir1 the
l\frtcalf Elementary School, l ives around
t he corner from her and is assistant librarian in the joint reference library of the
.Public Administration Clearing House.

1930-35
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Bowers moved in
Ju ly from Grccler, Colo., to De tro it,
Mich., where Mr. Bowers (1930) was
appointed associate professor of account•
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ing at the University o f Detroi t. He has
a master·s degree from Color.ldo State
College of E<lucation :rnd t:Hlg ht the past
year in 1hat college.
O wen Marsh (1926-30) was recentlr
endors(·d by the Springfield Good G overn•
Springfidd but was defeated in the election . He is a district manager for 1hc
Ponti:K Engra ving .lnd Electrotype Comp:rny. Mrs. Marsh is the former Dor ot he.l
Fru iti(!er (diploma 1929). They have o ne
son, Roben.
George R. Means (degree 1930). assistant stcretary of Rotarr International,
went to Bombay, India, last month to take
charge of the Middle Asia office of Rotary
I nternational. His he:idquartcrs previously had been in Chica.go, but he l ived in
Bloom ington . He was manager of 'Rotary·s 1947 convention in San Francisco,
Cal.
Miss Doroth)1 Sharp (degree 1930) is
English instructor in the Danvers Community High School. She previously
taught nt Minon k and holds a master's
degree from tht: Universit}' of Illino is.
H omer L. J ohnson ( degree 193 1)
writc:s that he is now on the focult)' of the
Kansas St:itc Teachers College, Pittsburg,
Kans. He was formerlr head of the educatio n department at Central College,
J>ella, la.
?\.frs . Orval Yar ger (Rosie Rasmu,ssen ,
degree 19:H) and M rs. Clrdc Meachum
( Virg inia H ar vin, degree 1943) took a
vacation trip by bicycle during the summer. Thei r route took them fro m Lake
George, N . Y., to Montrea l, Canada, and
back. lt was i\f rs. Yarger·s second journey by bike, the first taking her through
northern Europe. Mr. and Mrs. Yarger
live in Normal while :Mr. and .M rs.
ifoachum live in Champaign. Mr. Yarger
received a degree from ISNU in 1932,
and ~-Ir. Menchum was ,graduated in 1943.
Mrs. Vincent Jones (Virginia Swanson ,
degree 193 1) is assistant librarian jn rhc
Blue l shtnd Communit}' H igh School. She
taught the past two years in the J o liet
To wnship H igh School.
Robert Dardar (degree 1932) recently
accepted a position as indusnial arts instruct0r in the Tucson, Ariz., Senior H igh
School. He taught for several years in
the Hitchcock Junior High School, Galesburg.
H enry H . Smi th (1927-32) has gone to
Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind.,
where he is organizing a new photog-

raph}• department to be affil iated with the
school's fine arts department. He was associate editor of the Minicam Photography magaz ine before serving with the
Air Forces during the war. Recent!}' he
was night state editor of The D a ily Pa nta.graph, Bloomington newspaper.
Ro land E. Zook (deg ree 1932) recently
accep ted a position as social research
analyst with the University of Ill ino is division o f services for crippled children.
To p repare himself for this position, he
is attending the Un iversity of M innesota
school of public health this year at Minneapolis, 1·f inn. He was a commercial
instructor at Feitshans H igh School,
Springfield, for a number of years, where
he also served as basketball and footbal l
co:ich.
Paul Fo wler (1932-33) has been added
10 the coaching staff of Kankakee High
School. He previously was footbal I coach
at Bra<lle)' High School.
Eight former classmates of the Class of
1933 and their families met at the J oseph

H . Satterfield home in Lexington in August for a picnic reunion. Those attending
were .M iss .Eva Copenba rger (d ip loma
1935) o f !11lt. Auburn; lvliss H elen Stewa rt (1931-33, 19-1), 19-16) , M acon; M iss
Leona Grandt and 1'.·l iss H ermin e G ran dt
(diploma 1933), Farina; Mr and M rs .
\Xlilliam Peck, and two daughters, Sheldon ; ".Mr. and M rs. Francis Glenncy, M o rrist Mr. and J,.1rs. Raymond Miller and
four daughters, Verona; Mr. and M rs.
William Decker and four daughters, Lo ng
Poin t. Two members of the group, which
has corresponded by Round Robin since
leaving ISNU, were unable to attend. They
were M rs. J. D . Reynolds of Los Ange les.
Cal and Miss Irma Dodson (diploma
1933) of Catlin. Mrs. Sa1terfield is the
former Su san Kauffman (d iploma 1933);
ri.frs Peck the former M a r ian Ha rdisty
(di~loma ;933) ~ Mrs. Miller, 1he former
Selena H anley (diploma 1933); 'M rs.
Reynolds, the former Ed ith Nurse (diploma 1933) ; Mrs. Glcnney, the former
H i ldegarde M cGuan (1931 -34) , and 1',•lrs.
Decke r, the former Reeva L. Gourley
(193 1•34) . Miss Copenbarger teaches at
Blue Mound and M iss Dodson at Catl in .
:Mr. Satterfield, who operates a cold storage locker, graduated from ISNU in 1938.
O rville S. Bauer (deg ree 19)4) is the
new physics teacher in the LaSalle- Peru
T o wnship H igh School. Fro m 194 1 to
1946 he was an airplane mechanics i nstructor for the Army Air Forces technica l
commnnd at Chanute Field~ and last yenr
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in a simi l:1r cap:tcit)' for the past ll years

he attended the University of Illinois, receivi ng his master's degree.

1n Chicago Heights.

Richa rd M . Bennett (diploma 1934) has
been employed by the Onarga Consol idated Grnde School as principal, taking

more advisor and an F.F.A. sponsor at
Newton Community High Schoo l. He is

the place of Cla rence Cohernour {diploma 193,) , who resigned to accept a similar pos ition at Cabery. Mr. Bennett ·was
principal at Clarendon Hills before going
to Onarga. Mrs. Bennett is rhe former
Ru<,~ Swanson (diploma 1935).

Maurice Porter (19) 1-34) has opened
a law office in farmer Cit~• and will
spend each afternoon except Thurs<la)'
there. H e also maintains an office in

Clinton.
M iss G lad)'S Kazarian (diploma 1935)
has been employed by the Arcadia, Cal.,
school system as fifth grade instructor.
She raught at the Co lumbia Schoo l. Peoria, from 194 1 until this fall.

w;1,on W . Stampe (degree 1935) of
Fran kfort, Ind ., has accepted a position
as agriculture instructo r for veterans in
the Reynolds, Ind., Consolidated High
School. He was previously a Farm Security Administration supervisor. Mrs.
Stampe js the former Ruth Ellen Zollars
(degree 1936) .

1935-37
M rs. I)d ight Swanson McGregor (degree 1935) is 1he new United States h istory teacher in the Kankakee High School.
She held a similar position at Fu lton last
year.

Mrs. Do,othy Tate Saathoff (1933·35)
b egan her duties in July as assistant
county superintendent of schoo ls for Livingston County. She is rural and primary
school supervisor.

J.

V!w is \'Qinegarner (degree 1935)
assumed his new duties as superintendent
of the McCLlughry School in Markham
in August. He had been a building principal in the So{11h Berwyn schools for the
past five years and during tha! time was
chosen stare presiden t of the Illinois Elementary Schoo l ,Principals' Associa ti on.
Homer I;. Band)' (degree 1936) is pri ncipal of the Tall ula grade school. He
was principal and coach of the Ursa High
School t he past five years. ~frs. Bandy is
the former Detty Lee J ohnston (diploma

1936).
Miss Marr J ane Bruner (degree 1936)
this year has charge of the department for
the train ing of the mentally h:tndicapped
in the Elmhurst school system. She served
Nov£MDER, 1947

Geo rge Co il (dipl oma 1936) is sopho-

01,e o f three graduate students from the
Universit~• o f Illinois spending the year
in :,tmly and working at Newton as intcrnes in vocational agriculture. They
conduct da)' sc hool classes, veteran classes,
and even ing schools for adults.
t-.Irs. Rita Douglass (degree 1936) has
been employed br the Carlock Township
High School as home economics teacher.
Lester Earles (degree 1936) is the new
principal of the Tonica H igh School. H e
was previous ly at Gridley.
1-·liss Ncpha Eyman (degree 1936) has
been nam ed principal of the Mary \Y/.
French School in Decatur. She was a
teacher in the kindergarten and primary
department of the Garfield School. D ecatur. before her new appo in tment a nd
h:i.s nlso taught in Springfield and T o•
wanda.
Mrs. Naomi Kipt.~r W eaver (diploma
1936) has transferred from the Milks
Grove Schoo l near Clifton to thc Melvin
grade school, where she teaches the fourth
a nd fifth grades. She lives in Roberts.
Lester Mur ra)' (degree 1936 ) has been
employed as principal o f the Gridlq
High Schoo l. He worked in California
before going to Gridley but formerly
taught in Illinois.
Mr. and M rs. George Merkle are the
parents of a son, \'(lilliam Eugene, born
September 3. They live on a farm near
North ,\ (anchester, Jnd. M rs. M erkle is
thc for•i1er Edith Shakespea re (degree

1936).
Pau l T ierney (degree 1936) recently
accepted a teaching posit ion at the Nixon
T o wnship High School, Weldon. He i~
biology and general scicnce instructor.
Miss Esth er Volle (diploma 1936) is
a primary teacher at the Garfield School.
Decatur. T his is her first year there.
Harold N. wmson (degree 1936)
lll0\ Cd to Cal ifornia recently, where h e
teaches manual arts in the Branchaforti
Junior Hi gh School. Sant.1 Cruz. He had
been at G:i.lt.· sburg since 1942.
IJonald Adams (degrc·c 1937 ) has returned to the Champaign Junior High
School. ·where he taught from 1937 to
1942, before t::ntering the N av)'. He
coaches football , assists with basketball
and track, and wi ll handle tennis in the
1

spring. Last year he worked at the
Sportin~ Goods Store in Champ,1ign . •Mrs.
Adam::, is the former Betty Louise Bushmerer (degree 1941 ).
James W . Evans (degree L9}7 ) is ;t
sales representat ive with the Semi-Solid
Corporation, Danville. He taught agriculture at the Ohio High School from
1939 until this rear. His territory with
the Semi-Solid Co rporation covers the
northern po rtion of the state, and he will
continue to live in Ohio.
Mrs . Marilyn Frank Blodge tt (diplom,t
1937) li ves with her husband and daughter in Eggcrtsvi l le, N . Y. She taught
at Lexington for two years following her
P;raduation from I NU. Mr. Blodgett
is a research supervisor in the cellophane
department at the DuPont plant, Buffalo,

N. Y.
Clarence Louderbnck (degree 1937) is
the nC'.' w ~uperi ntenden t o f schools at
Genoa. H e taught and served :i.s principal
at the Cornell High School for a number
o f }'ea rs. Mrs. Louderback is the former
Ruth Bryan ( degree 1936).

Leo McDonald (degree 1937) was employed this foll as principal of the Franklin Grade School, Danville. He was :m
instructor at the Linco ln School, a lso in
Danville, last year and bcfore th:tt time
taught at Rankin. Mrs. 1-.frDonald is a
t~acher at the Lincoln School.
Lt. Col. Edward O. rvrea<lows (degrce
1937 ), executive officer of the 15th Ai r
Force Intelligence Division, has been
named professor of military science and
tactics at the University of lllino is. A
senior pilot, he is a former public information officer of the Ai r Forces. H e
served as ;1n ;1ir inspector in the Southwest Pacific t heater during the war.

Mrs. Robert Conro)' (Dorothy Motta,
degree: 1937) writes: " After graduation
from ISNU, I taught for a year in t oda.
The next two years I taught in Aurora.
I was marric:d in July 1940 and ha\'C
been a busy housewife and mothe r. W e
havc two sons, Bob, Jr .• who is 5 years
old, and J o hnny, who is 15 months old.
W e moved to Phoenix, Ariz., from Joliet
last Januar}'. :i.nd we certain ly love this
western life.''
Mr. ,rnd Mrs. Edmund \ Y/ill iam Parret
of N o rmal are the parents of a son, born
Octob er 3. They li\1e in Po lo where Mr.
Pam:t (degJ'(:-e 1937) is grade and high
school music instructo r.

Miss Mildred Reed (degree 1937) is
an instructo r in business o rgani:.::ation and
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operation at the Un iversity of Illino is.
During the past year she tau_f:ht in the
Mid -Pacific Arc:t Schools :it Honolulu.
She h:1s done adv:tnccd work at the Uni•
\•crsi ty of Hawaii as well as :H Northwestern Universi ty.
Mr. and ~trs. Roy Ury:1n of Nornrnl
:m: the parents of a daughter, Edith Lynn.
born Sept' mbc:r 19. They :tlso have two
sons. Mrs. Bry:1n is the former Eunice
Hobbi ns (degree 1937).
Mr s. Ktnncth W ernimont ( Ekanor
Schihz, diploin:t 1937) is a housewife in
Bogota, Colombia, where her husband is

connected with the American cmb:1ssy.
The)• have also lived in Br:tzil.
\Xl erninl◊!H

M rs.

1auj:hl in Au rora for four

yc:1rs prior to her marriage.

Gilbrn D. Veach (d egree 1937) is biolog)' and gencrnl science instructor as
wd! as coach in the Manlius Township
High School. He taught last year at Cuba.
Glen \Vilson (degree 1937) recently
moved to llahirnore, Md. He coached
at St:wford last )•ear.

1938-39
M iss Geneva Fern Allen (dq;ree l~H8).
a Red Cros~ cmplo}•ec, has been transfcrrt'd from Percy•Joncs Hospital. 8attk
Crcd. J\·lich., to Fitz-Simmon:;; Gencr,11
Hospita l in Denver. Colo. She works
with tub~rcular p,Hicnts t!H:rc.
Glendon 0. Arvin (degree 1938)
teaches technical drawing :H Bradley University, Peoria. Lasl year he was an in~tructor of indust ria l ans at Indiana
State Teachers College, Terre Haute, Ind.
During the past summer George L
Cl incbelJ (degree 1938) served as director of the summer session at Bradley
Univcrsit)', Peoria. He is assistant professor of business adm inistration there.
Francis Evers (degree 1938) is the new
English-Latin instructor at Woodrow
\Xlil son Junior High School. Decatur.
Wendell L. Keefe (diploma 1938) has
been emplO)'Cd as sevc·nth and eighth
grade instructor in the W oodland Con•
solidated School. He taught the past five
)'Cars in the La Hosuc Consolidated School.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kippcnhan of
Munc ie. Ind ., arc the parents of a daugh ter. Elizabeth Sue, born October 6 . They
have one other daughte r, .Marianne. Both
~rr. and Mrs. Ki ppenhan rc-ccived de!:rccs from ISNU in 1938 ; M rs. Kippen•
han is the former Mariada Duesin.i;:.
Lester D. Lange (degre(' I 938) has
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charge of commerce .ind athletics in the
East J\loline-Unitcd To·,vnship Hig h
School. East Moline. Du ring the past two
)'Cars he was .it GridlC)'.
!\Ir. ;ind Mrs. Edward Lesnick of Oak1:!nd. Cal., are the parents of :t son born
August 1. Mr. Lesnick received a dc.'j:rec
from ISNU in 1918.

M rs. Mary Martin
1958) teaches fourth
~Ch()o\, Bloomington.
nomics ii~structor at
year.

Townsend (degree
~rade in the Bent
She was home CCO·
Orland Park last

\Villiam C. Od~ll (dej!rce 1938) was
recent!)• employed as mathematics instructor in the LaSalle-Peru Townsh i p High
School and J unior College. He went to
L:1$;1llc from Los Ange les, C:11., where he
was a lecture r in mathcmat.i.cs at the Uni,,ersit~' of Sou1hcrn California.
Mr. and M rs. Robert Pax arc nuking
their home in Ventura, Cal., wher<:- Mr.
Pax (dcpec 1938) is dean and in charge
of rc:.t;istration at Ventura Junior College.
He h:1s t:tught business educ:ttion in Illinois, Michigan. and California. and
durin~ 1hc· past two ~•ears was cduca1ional
rq>rcscnt:Hivc of the G rc:J.,:.g Publishing
Ct•mp;ln}'·
t\tiss Hu(h Robinson (diploma 19)8) is
1hc new home advisor for Jc·rSC}' County.
with headquarters in Jcrscyvill<:-. She
complc1ed work for a bachelor"s degree
in home economics at the University of
Il linois in October. For seven )'Cars Miss
Robinson taughl in rural schools of Marshall and Stark Counties.
i\frs. Gordon Cushman (Dorothy Stalter, degr<:-e 1938) accepted a position recently as first grade instructor in the Rantoul e lementary school. She taught kindergarten and first grade in Niles, Mich .•
immediately following her graduation
from lSNU. ~-Ir. and Mrs. Cushman and
their ch ildren live in Ran toul.
Charl es Lewis Strayer (degre<:- 1938)
is mathematics and athletics instruclOr in
the Saunemin Township High School.
Last year he was manager of the shoe
department at Ncwmans, a store in Decatur.
i\fr. and Mrs. Wilson \Vierman are the
parents of a son, Theodor<:- Wi lson, born
June 21 in Richland, Wash. Mrs. Wier•
man is the formc r Dorothy Rehn, and
horh she and Mr. \Vicrman received deg.re.cs from ISNU in 1938.

M rs. John Frcemuth (Doris Ashmore,
dt _grce 1939) t<:-:iches art this year in the

M onticello grade and high school. l\fr.
Fn. ein uth is foo tball coach in the high
school there.

Ow,w Frank Balding (degree 1939)
teaches bookkeeping in 1he York Community High School, Elmhurst. Last year
he was an economics instructor in the
Norfolk, Va., division of "W illiam &

.Mary College.
M r. and t\frs. \Xlillia01 Blamik arc livin.i:; in CropSt)', where ,M r. Blatnik (deg ree I 939) is principal of the h igh schoo l.
During the summer he began work on a
doctor·s d<:-gree at 1he Uni\!Crsity of Illinois. Mrs. Blatnik is the former I rene
Donna (diploma 19,9) .
Alan R. Broaddus (degree 1939) is
teaching in the Drummer T o wnship High
School, Gibson City, this year.
Miss Gla<l)'S Eunice Bunncy (degree
19,9) has ;1 positi on in the Chebanse
High School.
Richard P. Brown (degree 1939) is the
new director of curriculum in the Blu<:Island Community High School. Last year
he was principal of the Goodfield High
School.
A new clothing :1nd furniture store.
known as Burgin Brothers, was o pened
September 20 in M onticello. The owners
are Delmar E. and J ames R. Burµin. 130th
men have had .seven years of ex perience in
the li nes they are handl ing. James Burgin
rec<:-ived a degre<:- from ISN U in 1939.
H is wife is th<:- former Marjorie Belle
Kimler (diploma 1937) .
Gerald Cohernour (diploma 1939) is
principal and coach of the Cullom grade
school. D uring the past two years he
served as principal o f tht" Ashkum Consolidated Grade School.
Mrs. £cJ:1el Dewhirst Large (1 937-39)
has been emp loyed this year as music instructor in the Blue Mound High School.
She was located l:1st y<·ar at 1he MacDonc II French Mission School, Houma. La.
Ross \XI. Fairchild (degree 1939) teaches accounti ng and business English in the
Rockford School of Business. L1st year
he was an instructor in the York Com•
inunit}' High School, Elmhurst.
?.! rs. Iris Dooley Gilmore (degree
1939) is a teacher in the Brnson High
School. She went to Benson from Gridley.
Miss Mar)' Heh n Goff (degree 19,9)
lives with her parents in Normal .ind
teaches speech composition at Ill inois
Wesleyan University. She has been doin~
sr..1<lua tc work at ISNU.
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Earl M . Gro 1ke (degree 1939) ;, psychology, sociolog~'. and education instructor :i.t Corpus Christi Junior College, Corpus Christi, Tex. This is a new position
for him. He was a graduate assistant
last year at the Un iversity of Wisconsin.
F rank Truman Kauffman (degree 1939)
is editor of Th e Catcrpill.tr Dea ler, a magazine published monthly b)' the Cater•
pillar Tractor Company, 1:eoria. He lives
in East F'eoria.

Roderick G. Kohler (degree 1939) re•
cently moved tO DeKalb. where he is a
member of the industrial arts faculty :"It
Northe rn Illinois State Teach ers College.
A vetera n of the Arm}' Air Forces, he
holds a master's degree from Colorado
State Col legc.

M ax H. K u ster {1936-39) has clrnrgc
of vocation:ll agriculture in the J oliet
Township H igh School. He held a sim•
ilar position l ast year at \Vcthcrsfield
Township High School, Kewanee.
.Miss Rut h 1\fackinson (degree 1939) is
employed b>• the Harding School. Hammon<!, Ind. She went thcrt from the
Franklin School, D o lton.

Mr. :ind Mrs. Keith Midd leton of Norm:il arc the partnts of a son born Sep•
tember 18. 1'.fr. M iddleto n (degree 1939)
acts as industrial arts instructor and assistant coach at Normal Community High
School.
Elwyn R. Mi ller (degree 1939) is the
n ew history tc.icher at Rockton Community High School. He taught the past
year at Elkhart Senior High School, Elkhart, I nd .
Lo ren Mills ( degree 1939) has been employed for the 1947-48 school year as agr iculture instructor of the Rock Falls High
School. He had been serving as a civilian
i nstructor for the Army Air Forces.
1'.fr. and r..•frs. LindSC)' 1\"lorris and their
son, Gregory, moved to Mt. Pleasant,
~-lich., in September. M r. M or ris (degree
1939) is assisrnnt professor of social science at the Central Michigan College of
Education. He received a master's degree
from ISNU in August.

Ross N . Pearson (degree 1939) is a
ne w member o f the faculty at We-stern
Illinois State College, Macomb.
~fr. and
ville, Ind.,
Sc-pternbcr
gree from

1frs. Daw: Read of Crawfordsarc the parents o f a son born
25. Mr. Read received a deISNU in 1939.
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~l iss Norma Riehl (degree 1939) is
art director in the Decat u r grade schools.
This position was abolished in 1931 and
has just be.en restored. Miss Ric.h i went
to Decatur from .M o(jne.
Arnold Wat kins (degree 1939) has
accepted a position at the M ichigan State
College, East La nsing, Mich ., where he
is teachi ng in the business administration
department. He taught at the University
of Dc1wcr last year and received his master's degree from that institution.

1940-42
Miss Leolia Durell ( 1928, 1930-31,
1936, 1939-40) is a new teacher at Kankakee. She handles the intermediate
grades at Franklin School.
Ralph H. _Ellio1t (1912-14, 1940) of
Danville this fall became the new county
supcrintc·nd cnt of schools in Vermilion
County. He had served as assistant county
supc.ri ntcndent for two years, and before
that he was principal in the Lincoln and
Franklin Schools, D:uwille, for 21 )'C:trs.
.Mr. and M rs. Harland Hoffman of Oswego ,ire the parents o f a daughter, Cecelia Ann, born July 31 in Auror,t. Mr.
H o ffman attended 1SNU from 1938 to
1940; Mrs. Hoffman js 1he forn,er £Ila
Betz (degree 1938) .
Miss Virg inia Lin n (degree 19•10) is
a piano instructor at the State University
of Juwa. H er duties include that of teaching veterans who have had no previous
experience in piano playing.
lvliss Dorothy V. Rose (diploma 1940)
is teaching the fifth and sixth grades in
1hc Jefferson School, Jacksonville. She
previouslr taught two years in a Vandil ia
grade school.
Miss Juliabcl Strauch (degree 1940)
completed work for her master·s degree
at Northwestern University in August.
She is a commerce in structor in the Pekin
Community High School.
Mr. and Mrs. J ames W illiams of Ely,
M in n., arc the parents of a so,, born Sep•
t<:mbcr 16. They have three other chi ldren. M r. \Xl' illiams (degree 1940) teaches
in El)'.
Lyle Youn ~ (degree 1940) is attending
T eachers College, Columbia Univcrsit)'.
where he is a graduate student. He recen tly spent some time with his parents in
Normal.

The following alumni who received degrees in 1940 hold nc·.v teaching positions
for this school year: John H . Cummins
is music in structor in the Atwood Community High School, Atwood, Kans. M rs.
Cummins is the former Alice Faye Bcnne n
(degree 1941). Mrs. Marjorie Feek Brady
of Lincoln has charge of bookkeeping and
t)•ping in the New Holland High School.
She also has night classes at the Lincoln
Bible Inst itute. Harley W . Foster is prin cipal of the New Windsor High School.
Luke Clea.son directs athletics at Cathcdr:il High School, Springfield. Mrs. Gleason is the former Eleanor Krah (degree
19/40). Miss Al ine L Hostler is English
instructor in the Warrensburg Community
High School. itiss Edna Ruth Johnson has
charge of commercial subjects in Industr}' Township H igh School. Miss H elen
V. Li ndgren is third grade instructor in
the H oratio G. Bent School, Bloomington.
Druce E. Orr teaches shop and home mechanics at Roosevelt Junior High School,
Rock ford. l-.liss Myrle Robinson teaches
mathematics at EI Paso Township High
School.
J a mes Cunningham (1927-29, 193 1.
19/41) is the new agriculture instructor
at the \'(layncsvi l le: Township High School.
He taught last year at W <:stcrvelt.
Ja1n.1s R. DcP ew (dc.gree 1941) is
:lttcnding law school at the University of
Il lino is. D uring the summer he was a
student :lt the Univcrsit~• of Arizona law
school and visited his pMents, who l ive
in ·rucson.
Mr. and Mrs. H arold De\'v'ecsc of
Bloomington arc the parents of a son,
born August 20. Both Mr. and Mrs, D eWeese received degrees from ISNU in
1941. ~l rs. DcWccsc is the former Jewel
Goodma n.
Mr. and Mrs. Merlin Erdmann of Bellevi I le are the parents of a son, Richard
Oren, born April 29. M r. Erdmann (degree 19/4 I) is engaged in the laundry business; Mrs. Erdrn:rnn is the former R u th
Ann Orr (degree 1944).
Mrs . Dec Fi lson ( Dorothy Sternberg.
degree 1935) of DeKalb writes:
'These
h,wc been busy months for us. D ee (degree 19-11) finished his work on his A.M.
in guidance at the University of Chirngo
in August; he plans to begin on his Ph. 0 .
Besides my practice in
next su mmer.
child psychology on Kathy (3½) and
Mike ( 2) I've been work ing with a new•
ly organized amateur summer theater here.
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We had a very succc-ssful first season, so
Dee and J will probably be even busier
th:tn ever next summer. Right n ow Dee
is rehearsing 'Gramps' in On Borrowed
Time. The last show was Berkeley Square,
which I directed. We also did Claudia and
Arsenic and Old Lace, in the latter of
which I pla)•Cd Abb>'· Greasepaint innoculation we had at ISNU under Mabel

Clare Allen was responsible for our activities, 1 guess. Ifs in the blood."
\X1 hile in \'(lashing.ton, D. C., for the
unveiling of the Walter Johnson Memorial, enroutc home from his trip to Germany, Dean Chris A. DcYoung met Joseph Gamero (1936-41 ) , who was active
in footb:111 :lnd baseba ll at JSNU. He is
doing private Rying since his release from
the Naval Air Corps.
Ma r vin Korty (1929-32. 1934, 1936,
1938, 1940-41) is now agriculture instructor at the Lcxing1on Community High
School. He has taught at Clayton, Glasgow, Shirk:)', and Hammond, and received
a master's degree from the University of
Ill inois in June.
Ralph Price (degree 1941) received a
master's degree from Northwestern Uni•
vcrsity in June. H e reaches accounting and
business management at the University of
.Miami, Coral Gables, Fla.
Mrs . .Mdd,e<l Robb (1934-36, 1941)
is the n ew primary teacher at Whittier
School, Kankakee.
M r. and i\lrs. Jack Secord of Blooming1on are the parents of a son born October
1. Mr. Secord received a degree at ISNU
in 1941, while .Mrs. Secord, the former
Mnq• Frnnces Vance, attended the University during 1937-40.
The following alumni who hold new
teaching positions received diplomas ,H
ISNU in 1941: Mrs. Doris Jean Redfield
Hcxtell is second grade instructor i1t the
Bent Schoo l, Bloomington. Miss Lucila
Elizabeth Kuhn also teaches second grade,
at the Arlington H eights grade school.
Mrs. Arlene Rhoda Lester has charge of
the L<:vcrt:tl School, near Champaign.
Wesley E. Str-~it is seventh grade instructor at the Webster School, J>cori:t. He
lives :tt Morton.
Among ISNU graduates receiving d('grees in 19-11 wh o h:we new jobs are:
.Mrs. Wilma Anderso n Rush, who is English instructor at the Downs High School;
Miss Josephine Gigami, home economics
teacher at ~h. Pulaski High School;
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Robert G . Hammond, in charge of industrial arts in the Thornt◊n T o wnship High
School and Junior College, Harvey;
\'v'illiam T. H ines, who teaches industrial arts and mathematics in the Hitch•
cock Junior High School, G:tlcsburg; Roy
L. H os tettler, social science instructor,
Oloomington High School; ,Miss Lola
B. Moatc, elementary teacher at 'Rockford; Samuel Nicholas, who teaches print•
ing, drnfting, and general science at the
Elgin High School: Miss Imogene Norton, fifth and sixth grade teacher, Crete
grade school; Albert J. PcrrelJi, supervisor of business education, State Board
for Vocational Education, Springfield;
Walcer C. Schuette, principal of the
Greenview grade school; Miss Helen
E. Shipp}', commercial instructor, Knoxville High School; .Miss Olive T aylor, in
charge of the mentally retarded, W ashington chool, Decatur; Tclvin Tuggle, who
coaches and teaches geography, histo q\
and arithmetic at the Maroa Consolidated
Elem<.ntary School; Miss \Vilma \Vohler,
rhetoric instructor Jrnlding an assistantship at the University of Jllinois . .Mrs.
Hammond is the former Dawn !~ranees
Burrnn (degree 19<12); .Mrs. Nicholas is
the former Lucille Robison (diploma
1936).
.Mr. a nd i\frs. LuVernc Alldridgc of
Sr. Louis, Mo ., are the parents of a son,
born August 19 in Bloomington. Mr.
Alld,idge attended ISNU from 1936 to
1938 and from 1940 to 1942.
Harold Classen (degree 1942) is a
graduate assistant in the geography department at the University of Nebraska,
where he is working toward a doctor's
degree. M r. Classen received a master"s
degree from ISN U this summer.
Anthon)' Jedanzo (193 7-42) recently
visited the campus. He and his family
live in Sebastapo l, Cal., where he has an
ice business.
Albert C. lries, instructor at ISNU
from 193'.5 to 1942, is the author of an
article appearing in the SeptemberOctober issue of Dictaphone .EducatfonaJ
forum, entitled "Collegiate Sccrctari:d
Training- A 'Plus Program." .M r. Fr ies
is chairman of the department o f secretarial sc ience, School of Commerce, Northwestern University.
Miss Harriet J acquat (degree 1942)
hns an assistantship at the University o f
\'(f isconsin, where she is studying zoology
in the grad uate school there.

:Mr. and .Mrs. J ack Grimm of D elphi,
Jnd., :tre the pare111s of a son, Edward
Joseph, born August 29. Mrs. Grimm is
the former Edna LaVanwa)' (degree
1942).
M rs. Myldre<l M.orcis T aft ( 1939-42) is
first grade instructor :l.t the Heyworth
grade school. She previously ta ught at
Mo line .
Mr. and 1'-frs. \'(fesley Stephens o f
Bloomington arc the parents o f a daughter, born September 28. M r. and Mrs.
Stephens both received degrees at ISNU
in 1942; Mrs. Stephens is the former
Louise Tipton.
Two alumni receiving diplomas in 1942
have accepted new teaching positions.
li-frs. lmo~ne Freer .Euart has charge of
the Trower School near Gazette, ,Mo .,
and lives at Vandalia, Mo. M rs. N o reen
Yocom Cusey of Heyworth is second and
third grade instructor in the Farmer City
grade school.
A number of alumni receiving degrees
in 1942 hold new positions. Miss Nona
Floren re Bair teaches physic:tl education
at Ohio W esleyan University, D elaware,
Ohio. Miss Lucille Helen Entsm inger is
homemaking instructor at Moore Township High School, Farmer City. M iss
Elizabeth Cougar has been employed by
the Joliet public grade school system.
1: rank Charles Hackman teaches mathematics at the Lexington Community H igh
School. Newell L. Kessinger is music i nstructor at the Farmington Commuoit)'
High School. M rs. Kessinger is the
former Mary Ellen Price (degrc-e 1946) .
Mrs. Elaine Vacheront Walker has charge
of the fifth grade in the Dundee elementary school. Gilbcn Wayne \'v'ilk.inson
teaches English at the Argo Community
Hig h School. Miss Lorenc Elizabeth
Ziegler is si xth grade supervising teacher
at 1he Eastern Illinois State College,
Charleston.

1943-44
Mr. and Mrs. Rohen Campbell are directors of the Arlington H eights Youth
Cen1er. ML Csmpbell (degree 1943) is
boys physical education instructor in the
Arlington Heights elementary schools.
M rs. Campbell is the former Lo is Jahnke
(degree 1944) .
\'(f illiam M. Cann ing (1940-43) teaches
mechanical drawing and visual educat ion
in the Evanston Township H igh School.
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Mr. and Mrs. Robert Shipton o f Delavan arc the parents of a son, Willi:'11n
Louis, born August 27. They have one
daughter, Mary Roberts. 1frs. Shipton is
the former Oorochy Glatz (diploma
19-13 ).
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas W . .Mehler of
Waynesboro, Va., arc the parent s of a
daughter, H elen Walker, born May 10.
Mrs. l\fchlcr is the former J ean H offman
(degree 1943) . .Mr. Mehler is a landsc:lpe
architect for a large nursery.

Mr. and Mrs. Glenn H. Johnson of
Collinsville are the parents of a daughter,
Katherine L('a, born July 26. Both Mr .
and l\frs. Johnson received degrees from
ISNU in 1943. Mrs. Johnson is the former
Regina Katherine Wenzel.
Mrs. Eustacia Ruyle Kibbons (1 938-40.
1943) is 1he new second grade teacher in
the \Vashington grnde school. She :ind
i\fr. Kibbons live in Robein, where they
own their home. Mr. Kibbons is employed
h>• the- Caterpillar Tractor Compan)', Peoria.
Mr. and M rs. b .wrence Rous':! of Gr:ty!)•
I.Ike are the puents of a son, l\fi chacl
Ralph, burn October 15 in Libertyville.
l>.lr. Rouse was graduated from ISNU in
l ~M). and 1'-frs. Rouse (Phyllis Oko) received her degree in 1944 .
1'fr. and M rs. AL-exandcr Samaras of
Forrest are the parents of a son, D:ivid
Stuut, born Januaq 19. M r. Samarns
(degree 1943 ) is director of music in
the Forrest schools; Mrs. Samaras is the·
forrner Carol)'" Brown (1 941 -43).
1

r..Ii ss LaVonne Spiers (degree 1943),
who s pent a year in England as :tn exchange teacher, returned to the United
Srntcs in time for the opening of school
this foll. She is fourth grade instructor
in the Edw:trds School, Bloom ington.
M r. and Mrs. Richard Dobbs arc the
parents of a so•1, Steven Kent, born Octo•
ber 6. Thq• live on the ,Me rry Lakes
Farm, near Wa)•ne. M rs. Dobbs is the
former Lois Whee ler ( 1940-43).
Miss Dorothea M. Heike (diploma
194.; ) teaches the fifth grade in the Oakbnd Sthool, Decatur. She was at Sibley
from 1943 until this year. Miss Phcrol
Srnsell , who :tlso has a diploma from
ISNU, is the first grade instructor in the
Central Grade School, Momence. She
taught at the Peori:t Heights grade school
for two years.
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The following alumni who received degrees in 1943 are among those who accepted new teaching position s for the 194748 school ye:-tr. Miss Rit<t Belle Barnc.s is
home economics instructor at the Sandwich Township High School. Mrs . Eileen
\o/cbcr Finley has charge of voc:il music
in the Bloomington High School. Mrs.
Glenn Gilbertson (.Marjorie Bi tting)
teaches English and Latin in the Senern
High Sc.hool. Miss Margaret H eintzman,
employed at the \o/est End School, \X'aukcgan. is first grade instructor. Miss Ruth
Lee directs English :tnd music in the Rochester Community High School. r\·fiss
Louis.~ Eileen Pancake is an English instructor :tt the George Washington Universitr, \'(fashington, D. C. James H. Robb
is on the faculty of the Moline Communit>' College, his classes dealing with physics and mathematics. Mrs. Robb is the
former Shirley Elder (diploma 1942). Mrs.
Alfred Paul Lockenvitz (Lorenc Tallon)
has ch:trge of seventh and eighth grade
English in the \Xfash ington Junior High
School, Bloomington. \~illiam Frederick
Turner is coach at the Morton Township
High School, where he also teaches United States hist◊r)'· Miss Alma A. Uphoff
has been employed b)• the Drummer
Township High School, Gibson Ciq•, to
t"ach _cirls' ph)'sical education and English.
Miss Avis Youngberg has charge of English in the Kankakee High School.
\Xlahcr J. Bartz (degree- 1944) received
a nrnste r's degree from the Universit)' of
Illinois in June and now is taking work
on Saturdays towards his doctor·s degree.
He te:tchcs at the Drummer T ownsh ip
HiJ?h School, Gibson City.
\o/arren ColJicr ( 1943-4·1) is assistant
basketball :rnd cross countr)' coach at the
Pa ris High School. He was graduated
from Eure ka College last month.
Miss Marjorie Conklin (1944) is commercial i1utructor at the Manteno Hi,i::.h
School. She previously taught at the Jacksonville High School.
Mi ss Esther Hil eman (degree 1944) has
taken a year·s leave of absence from the
Wood row \'(li lson Junior High School.
Decatur. and is working toward a master's
degree at ISNU.
'lllomas S. Richardson (deg ree 1944 ),
clirc·cior of bands at Eastc>rn Il linois Srntc
College, Charleston, was recent ly appointed edi tor of the Illinois Music Educato r,
official publication o f the Illinois Music

Educators Associatio n. He has a master's
d egree from lSNU.
A number of alumni receiving degrees
in 1944 have accepted new te:1ching posi•
tions for this school year. Cleo Dale
Davidson is located at .Minnc,1po lis1 Minn.
Miss Mary Catherine Elr teaches secretarial subjects at the Illi nois Business
Colkge, Springfield. Miss Marjorie J.
Enns has charge of home economics ,H the
Oak Park T ownship High School. Miss
Margaret Ann Erio is commercial instructor at the Litchfield Communit)' High
School. Mrs. J can.~tte L. 1:arner Sullivan
t' aches typing and Engl ish at the Carlin•
ville Co1nmunity High School. ,Miss Lillian Forcht has been employed by the
LaSal lc-.Peru Township H igh School as
home economics instructor. Mrs Eleanor
Gerth \'(farrin_gton is a kindergarten teacher in the Dr. Howard School, Urbana.
Miss Rubr Leeds has charge of the seventh
grnde in the Barry grade school. lvfiss
Evel)'ll L. Rieger teaches junior and senior
English in the Dwight .Public Schools.
Miss Stella Sancken is third grade instructor at the Dubois School, Springfield.
Clcm~ns A. S~ils teaches at Gett}1 sburg
Collc~c. Gettysburg, F'a. Miss Mary Selk
has charge of vocal music in the Wood$tock schools.
Mrs. Ooro1hy T a)•lor
P:1inc is commerci:tl instructor at the
Stanford Communit y High School. Miss
Margie T iffany also is a commercial
instructor, at the Genoa High School.

1945-47
M r. nnd Mrs. Robert Oltman o f Pontiac :ire the parents of a dau_ghtcr, Marcia
ranc, born September 12. Mrs. Oltman is
the former Jane Caviezel ( degree 1945).
Miss Aneta Guithcr (1 942--15 ) teaches
the fourth, fifth, :tnd sixth grndes at the
Ludlow grade school. She was at LaMoi lle last )'Car.
J oh n C. Willard ( 1944-45) teaches
m:uhematics and chemistry in the LaSallePeru High School. He taught last )'<':tr
at the Freeport High School.
The following alumni holding new
positions received degrees in 1945: Miss
Constance Drinhaus, business mathematics
and typing teacher, Bloom Township
High School, Chicago Hei~hts~ ?vtiss
Marjorie H o lmes~ home economics and
ph)'Sical ed ucation instructor, Bensenville
Communit)• High School; J\t iss Do roth}'
0. Marsh, English teacher, Downers
Grove Community High School; Ralph
Edwin Ri ttenhouse, Latin and socia l
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studies instructor, F':lrmington Cornmunil)'
High School~ Mrs. Jc-an Ring (Lorrain.1
Sandeen). speech corrcctionist, Arlington
Hci~hts; Miss Shirlcr Shipley, social scicnct: and geography teacher, Kanbkcc
High School; Miss Marjorie Ycpson, En.i:;lish and ,;iris' ph)•sical cduc:Hion instructor, Lcxin1,;tun Comrnunit)' Hi!;h School.

ilr. and Mrs. Roser Twiner of Rockford :.uc the parents of a son, Stanley
Eug<nc, born Augmt 15. Mrs. Twiner is
1hc former fugc:nia Bowers (<lcgrct" 1946) .

School: ~·frs. Kenneth Sibley (Norm:L
)."!an Hand ley), home economics, Philo
H igh School: Mrs. Dorothy Holmes
Spa,v, home economics and biology,
\V/o(•dhull Township High School; Miss
Carol Ker.stcn, English and social science,
Towanda Community High School; Augu st P. Lor.::nzini, speech correction, D o w•
ncrs Grove Public Schools; Miss \ X1 anda
McClelland, home economics, Illiopolis
High School; Kenneth Miller, English
(assistantship), State Universit)' o f Iowa;
\'v'illiam D. M o rton, assist,wtship in col•

lci;e of education, University of I llinois;
Miss J anice Fomfa Pose)', m;HIH:m.:i.tics
and science. Fulton Community High
School; Mi ss Velma Pou.engcr, primary,
Steuben School, Kankakee: Melvin 0.
Rei n, piano, Educational M ethods, Inc.,
Philadelphia. Pa.; Miss Elizabeth Scou,
music, Odgen and Onk Avenue Schools,
LaGrnnge; J\frs. Law:•rda Sparks Taylor,
home economics and physical education,
Towanda High School; Alex George Tak•
acs, physical educ:ltion :ind social science,
Stanford Community High School; Mrs.

Mrs. Grae~ Bydalek ( 1933-)5, 19'12,
I9,f5-.f6) is physic:tl training tc.:u:hc r :lt

th<: Dt:partm<.' nt:i l School, Kanbkce.
Mr. and M rs. H. C. Christiansen of
131oomin~ton :1rc 1he parents of .l daugh-

M a rri a g es

ter, Dchorah Sue, born October 25. Mrs.
Christi:msrn is the former Elva Elise dcGafferzllr Christians.?n (de.c;r, c 1946).

le.la Guer rini (1926) to D ominic Bellino. At home Peru.
Camilla Kinsella (degree 1930) to Charles E. Carnahan. At home Gibson City.
i\farvin R. Korty (1929·32) to Barbara J. Wilhelm)'. At home Lexington .
Doro thy Eleanor f: lls (diplonrn 1934) to Victor J. Cttalani. At home San
Antonio, Tex.
Rit a E. \"X1ill iams (degree 1935) to J ames R. H:rnson. At horne Chicago.
Harricc Kinsinger (1935-37) to Grover Smith. At home Eureka .
Shi rley K noll ( diploma 1938) to Harold Voights. At home Strea1or.
Anna Josephine Grant ( 1938·39) 10 Ralph B. Brown. At home 1Phila<ldphia. Pa.
Leona Stuq:teon (degree 1939) to George Richmond . At home Ramse)'.
Eu~ene Brumm (de:j::rce 1940) to Helen ~faric Mainz. At home Princeton .
Mar)' V . Durham (dipl()nu 19.-10) ro John E. Et;leton. A t home St. Anne.
Ru1h Frueh ( 1938-40) to W oodrow Guthal s. At home Hill sboro.
13emice Elizabeth Maras (d iploma 1940) to Orval Leo Woodard. At home San
Fr:mcisco, Cal.
Arvilla Nordst.rom (diploma 19-10) to J oe Danielson. At home P rinceton .
M:l.ri,? Ro cho ( 1938-40) to Harold D elhotal. At home Lee Center.
Norman Breen ( 19'10-41 ) to Ardith .M eeker. At home Oahu, H awaii.
Harriet i\•L Drinan (diploma 1941 ) to Arthur N. Rohlfs. At home Dwight.
Frances Hunt (1934-35, 19·10·41) to Dr. Frank J . H o lmes. At home Urban:\.
Jean Cath~rine Kinsella (1937•39, 1940, 1941) to Edward J. La)'den . At home
Hoopeston.
Irene Bookwalter (diploma 1942) to William E. 13cal. At home Rockford.
Marian Hale (1941-42) to Fra11k M . Wehlc. At home Chicago.
Nancy E. Hi~htower (degree 1942) to Fred H . Drummond, J r. At home Kan•
kakee.
·
Howard 0. Leonard (194 1--12 ) to Marjorie Allgood . At home Lincoln.
Robert E. McAdam (1940-42) to G racc Lucille Ford. At home Oak Park .
Donald Randolph (1939-42) to Rosal ie Holtz. At home Decatur.
Esther L. Heft (degree 19'13) to \'(filliam C. Brown. At home Chrisman.
Yelm:\ Pieratc ( diploma 1913) to Lloyd R. Oneal. At home Glendale, Cal.
Margarec T ravis ( 19'11-43) to Ch:l.rles C. Bain. At home ,P:ma.
Mary Ann Trowbridge (1942-43) to Daniel Knaud. At home Peoria.
Doris \v'urmnest (19'11-43) to W illiam Oberholtzer. At ho me Pont iac.
Mary Jean Kindred (19'13-'14) to Hershel M e)'er. At home Normal.
Eleanor Lower (degree 1944) to Robert Allen. At home Chica.go.
Ma rjorie Ann Novaria (degree 1944) to 'Ralph R. .Mehall. A1 home Streator.
Kenneth L. Parrill (degree 19-14 ) to Ru th M. Wilson. At home Humansville, Mo.
Clemens Arthur Seils (degree 19'1'1) to Sally Ann Mulberry. At home . Urbana.
Thelma Anderson ( 19,14.45) tO Eldon R. J ohnson. At home Chnmpaign.
Mary Margar-~t Cox ( 1943-45) 10 Donald Spenccr. At home Bloomington.
Marjory Helen O:l.vis (degree 1945) tO Gerald William Earickson. At home
Santc Fe, N. Mex.

.M rs. Glenn Bradshaw (Inez Payne,
1942-44, 19-16) teaches drnmatics and
Engl ish in the Urbana High School. Mr.
Bradshaw (degree 1947) also has a posi•
tion in Urbana.
Avery l. Stephens (dq.:rc.:t: 19•16) re•
ccived a ma~ter·s degree from Ohio State
University in August :uul is now working
toward his doctorate at the s:1mc univer•
sit)'. Mrs. St<. phens is the forml"r Bcuy
Banker (degree 1942).
Among rhe t946 ,gradual<.~ who have
new teaching pt)Sitions and 1hc subjc-cts
the)' teach are : ~liss Doro1hr Marie Allen,
shorthand and typing, H:ivana Commun•
it)' High School; Mrs. Gladys Mont•
gomer)' Aull, home economics, W :l}'llCS·
vi lle- T ownship High School; Miss Janet
L. Blundell, art, Oak Park Township
High School; Miss M. Hope Drenkmann,
home economics and gcne rnl science,
Hillsdale High School; Mrs. Mar)' Br.~wer
Gould, home economics, general sci( ncc,
girts· ph)'sical educ.uion, Quilla)'ute High
School, Forks, W:ash.; .i\l iss Marilou
Colonius, home economics, physica l education, history, Li1ehfield Junior Hish
School; G eorge A. Cross, princip:11,
Lincoln High School, Carmi; Homer Cox,
business correspondence, Northwestern
Universit)•; M iss Mar)' Elle n Cunning•
ham, fifth grade, Arlington School, Law•
rence\'ille; l\liss Cecil ia Alyce Cyricr, first
ancl second gr:tdcs, Franklin School, Kan.
kakec; Robert E. Edwards. coach :rnd
mathematics. Roxana Communil)' I ligh
School; Harold A. Gaffney. ph)'sical cduc:uion and socia l science, 13:urington Pub.
lie Schools; G lenn Gilbertson, social sci•
cnce and ph)'sical education, Seneca High
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Marilyn Tlv..-is Sparrow, English and Latin,

Tremon t High School; Mrs. Dorothy Weldon Ferris, seventh and eighth grade reading. 1 ormal Central School; Laverne
Wenzelman, mathematics, Grayslake Commun ity High School.
l>•lr. and M rs. Paul Benjamin Harris of
Dloomi ngton arc the parents of a daughter, Nancy, born last D ecember 16 . .M r.
Harris was graduated from ISN U in 1947 ;
l\·hs. Harris is the former Mary Teresa
Salmon (degree 1942).
Mr. and ~·frs. Thomas E. Hines are
living in Houston, T ex., where M r. H ines
is attending the Un iversity of Houston

law school.
Bernadine
1947 ).

Mrs. Hines is the former
Dorsey

H crhamcr

(degree

Norman Jorstad ( 1946-47 ) is attending
the U.S. i-.,filitary Acad emy at W est ,Poi nt ,
N . Y. He is active in cross country there.
M r. and M rs. Charles Morrison are the
parents o f a daughter, born in September.
Mr. ~forrison attended ISNU from 1938
to 1942 and is again in school here.

D r. LIO)'d O. Po land, who wa s associate
professo r of phrsical science at ISNU
from 1944 until this year, has .1cccpted
a new position as a professor in the
college o f pharmacy ;1t Butler University,
Indianapolis, In d.
Among former students at ISNU with
new positions are: Miss Doro thy Arneu:c
(1946-47). women's and girls' program
director, YMCA, Clinton; 1',·li ss Elizabeth
Behrendt (1923-25, 1939-40, 1946, 1947),
third grade, North School, Carlinville;
Miss Anna Schneider Cavins (1925-26,
1946-47), mathematics and general science,
Ch arl est0n High School; \'V'aync Gilbertson (1939-43, 1946-47), commerce, Newark
Community High School; Miss Ruth Grissom ( 1943-47 ) , home economics, Carlinville Community High School; M iss .M ary
Jamison (1940-42, 1944, 1947), second and
th ird grades, D ePue grade school; Mrs .
Huth Mickelson J ones ( 1945-47 ), English.
Harvey H igh School; M rs. Doroth)' Ann
Allen Lith erland ( 1944-47) , fourth, fifth,
and sixth grades, T owanda grade school;
M i lo McCormick ( 1945-47), m:uhematics,
Dixon High Sch ool ; Lewis J. Massey
( 1945-47), English, Carlinville High
School ; Kenneth 0. Moreland (1935-38,
1940-42, 1946-47), principal, McLean
~rad<: school; George ProctOr ( 1947), head
of biology and science department, Lincoln
High School; .Miss Mar)' Virg inia Schingel, physical education, Dwight Community H igh School; Aldo Sebben (194 3-
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4-1, 19-16-47), assistant tO 1he athlc1ic director. Ccn1rnl College, Fayette, Mo.;
Wdoon Stech (1941-43 , 1946-47), social
science and physical education, Beecher
Public School~; r-.•tiss l-l elen Volkert
( 19,16-47), seventh and eighth grades.
Paw Paw Publ ic Schools; \\la}'ne \'<falter
\'<Ii.cell ( 1947), scirnce, Bismark T ownship High
chool; i\[iss Lillian Ann
Wood (1932-3), 1936-39, 194 1, 1945-47).
first grade, Blair School, East Alton:
Ralph Wrench ( 1942-43, 1946-47), eighth
grade, M ansfield Consolidated Grade

School. Mr. Proctor replaced Lara M.
Hardin (degree 1926) at Lincoln, who resigned last spring 10 accept a non-teaching
position.
Members o f the Class of 1947 with new
positions accepted recenli}' arc: .M rs.
La vi la Swope Bains, geography and English, Irving School, Bloomington; ll.·liss
Reta DarL~nc Banc, English, Grid ley Hig h
Schoo l; Mi ss Vivian Bart-On, vocal music,
U,1tavi.t Public Schools; Thomas Edwin
Bennett, social science, l:(.inmundy High
School; Russel Edward Benway, civics,

Marriages
Esther H enderson (1943-45) to John \V/. Kelly. A1 home Chicago.
Mar}' Kelly (degree 1945) 10 \Xf illiam \Xlikoff. A1 home Maroa.
Harry L. Parker ( 1943-45) to Carol Autery. At home Alton.
Barbara Pitsch (1914-45 ) 10 Dick Grassfield. At home Champaign.
\'V'inn ifred O. Sizer (194:}-'15) to Cl:i.renct C. Roy. At h ome Fisher.
Rose Ellen Srone (194445) to James Law less, Jr. At home Strawn.
Nelle T a)•lor (degree 19-15) to Stewart l\fcElrav)•. At home Denver. Colo.
J o anne Beaumo nt (1945-46) to Lyle ll.L Crowe. At home Bloomington.
David Edmund Benedict. (1945-,16) IO Jc:rneue Lorraine BrMk. At home Peoria.
Edwa rd D. Curti s ( 19,15-46) to Ell en [\l yerch<·k. At home H:i.rvc.r.
Manin Eu~enc Dennis ( 19-15--16) to J ean R.1c Lamarre. At home t\f obi k . Ala.
Ro~lla 1\hric Downs ( 1946) to \V/illiam R. Ra)'. At home Urbnna.
Mary Ellen D unn (1 945-46) to Donald W. Win~1cad. At home McLean.
Robert E. Edwards (degree 1946) to l\farilyn D . Wal z.. A t horne Rox:in,1.
Pauline Elgin (degree 19-16) to Den Cottone (1942-43, 1946-4 7) At home
Normal.
Doroth)' Estabrook ( 1944--16) to Harv<.y M orrell, Jr. At home P.1n~1.
Mildred Fenwick ( 1945-46) to Edgar A. Borg. At home Tiskilwa.
G ra<'.'c Hewitt (19-13, 1945, 19-16) to Harold J. Huyear. At home Chesterfield.
Chere}' J ackson (clcgr<:e 19-16) to Corwin Kingston. At home W e ldon .
Mary Kay Kclleu (1944-45, 1946) to J,ck H,11. At hornc R:ipids City, S. O ak .
Norma Jean Poole (1945-46) 10 James E. Barnh:in (1942-43, 1945-47). At
home Normal.
Elaine Parsons ( degree 1946) to 'Richard Swanson. At home Princeton.
Donald Robe rt Pinder (degree l946) to Norma Jane Kruger. At home Charleston .
Marian Rouse (degree 1946) to Robert Bales (19-14 -45). At home Danville.
Doroth)' J. Weldon (degree 19-16) to l-larry 1~. ferris (19-1-1-4 7). At home
Normal.
Ooroti1)' \X/harton (1944-46) to Donald Humphries. At home Bloomington.
Lucille Yeast ( 19:15.46) to Robert E. J\·li ller. At home Bloomington.
Ann Al Li n ( 1944-47) to Wayne Litherland. At home Normal.
Charlotte Mary Atteberr)' (1946-47) 10 George R. I-louver. At home Champaign.
La Verne Becker ( 1945-47) to Donald B. Rust. At home Heyworth.
Charleen Beebe (1946-47) to Jo hn Thiel (1943-45, 1946-47). At home 1 orm:il.
Jeanne Burns ( 19-15-47) to Elmer Kruger. At home Streator.
Mar>• Caldwell (1944 -47 ) IO J ohn Sch oof (1942-44, l9•i6-4 7). At home Normal.
Mary Alice Callery (degree 1947) to Robert E. Thomas (1945--1 7) . At home
Normal.
P atricia Ann Camey (1945-47 ) to Ev,zrctc F. l-lamilton (degree 1947). At home
1·ow:1nda.
Edward J. De lanc)• (1936-40, 1946-47) to Jeanell)•n Rutledge. At home Bloomington .
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ph)•sical education, assistant coach, Pontiac Township High School; Bloicc Be~,
social science and coach, El Paso Town•
ship High School; Miss Lorraine Lorelien Bobbett, Latin, Dud ley High School.
G reensboro, N. C.; ,Miss Barbara Bunting, Engl ish. speech, United States histo ry, Arrowsmith
Community
High
School; l\fiss Waneta Lucille Callahan,
seventh and i:ighth grades, Tremont grad e
school; Allen H. Campbell, industrial
arts. junior hi~h schoo l, Bloomington;
Miss Lucille Carlon. commerce, Arcola
Township High School; Paul D. ChamnQSS, science and basketball, Sand wich
Township High School; Miss Norma
Cooper, commerce, Mackinaw T ownsh ip
High School; hed A. Dale, co mmerce,
Edinbu rg T ownship High School; .Mi!>s
Norma J ean Davis, mathematics and girls'
physical
education, W estfield
High

School; Ralp h E. Durham, bookkeeping,
law, ;1nd econom ics, Freeport High
School; Mi ss Mary Ellen Even;, Eng lish,
LaSa ll e-Peru T o wnsh ip High School;
Miss Be lt)' Gladys Gardner, physical educati on, Momence Community High
School; Mi ss Margaret Elaine Heller,
home l:'.C01\omics. Elmwood Community
High School; i\·t iss Margar,-::-t Hinshaw,
home economics, Chrisman Towmhi p
High School;
Miss Roselle-rt H oerr,
music, Beason Public Schools; Mi ss
Bet Gy Jan,e
Hollandswonh, education
room, Peoria Public Library; Mis s 1\.faralyn Le-.i.J,:.ue Holley, music and gc·ogrnph}',
Danvers High School; M rs. F red Dale
(Marjorie H orn), office work, Edinburg
High School; Miss Marcia Husted, home
economics, Georgetown Communi t)' Hig h
School; William D. lsermann, history,
Monmou ch High School; Miss Juanita
J une Jakway, ph)•sical education, Atl anta
.Public Sch ools; Wallace Prest0n Jones,
social science and geograph}', Dupo Community Hig h School ; Thomas \VI. Kienle,
p hys ical education, ind ustria l arts, coaching, Acq uinn High School, Freepor t ; \Y/.
Dwight Kn ous, principal, Elmwood Elementary Scho()I. Zi on; ~liss l\.tildred A.
Krughoff. speech correction, I rv ing School,
Kewanee ; \'V/arrcn L. L'lBounty, ph y:,,ical
education, Galesburg Public Schools ; Miss
Ruth Isabel Lamb, home -economics, Silverdale H igh School, Silverdale, Was h.;
J\1i!>S lr~s Martha McKinney, English, An•
tioch Township High School; ·M rs. Echelmae Hauptman Maley, music, Pi pe r Cit}'
Cunsolidaud Schools; Robert H. Ma.rshall, physical science and mathcma•
tics, Staunton
High S,chool; Miss
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Patricia Marston, history and commerce,
T onica Community High School; Corliss P. Nort0n, social studies and coaching, Buckle}' Community High School;
Frank Olivieri, history and coaching, Cornel l Community High School; Miss Maxine May O'Nei l, commerce, Farmington
Community High School; Miss l\farjorie
Ann Osborn, home economics, Walnut
Community High School; Miss H elen
Peterman, Williamsville High School;
Miss Doris Riu.e nhousc, home economics
and physical education, T onica Community High School; Miss Esther Ruth Sand•
ers, mathematics, Centennial Junior Hig h
School, Decatur; M iss Margaret Irene
Scales, first grade, Franklin School, Chi-

cago Heights; Mrs. Franets Lucille Ship•
man Mottar, home economics, Rochester
Co mmunity High School; Mi ss Jean Stein,
home economics and physical education,
Gi lman Hig h School; Miss Elinore Ullrich, home economics and civics, Seaton
High School ; Dane F. Walker, commerce
:1.nd coaching, Dundee Community High
School; M hs Natalie Wessels, library,
Antioch High School ; Burwell W. \~ illiamson, music, Flanagan Commun ity
High School.
Mr. and M rs. Durham are the parents
of a son , born September S. Mrs. Du rham is the former Rosemary Duncan ; she
received ~t degree in 1946, after her mar•
riage.

Marriages
Donna Davis (1946-47) to Robert McDonald. At home Bloomington.
Norma Donnan (l94S-47) to Michael Caringello (194S-47). A t home Normal.
Emily Gertrude Dunn (M.S. 1947 ) to J ohn Scott (M.S.. 1947). At h ome Urbana.
1.u Ann Elder (1946-47) to John H o wald, Jr. At home Kankakee.
Betsy Eversole- (degrt:t: 1947) to Robert Cass. At home Normal.
Mary Louise Fetzer (1945-47) to Wesley Wilner {1946-47). At home Normal.
Jeannette Griesemcr ( 1946•47) to Nobn Buck les. At home Bloomington.
Lucy GreJ,:.g (1941-42, 194S-47) to James Koehlt:r. At ho me Bloomington.
Jeanene Griescmcr ( 1946-47) to Nolan Buckles. At home Bloom ington.
Barbara Harris (1 943-44, 194S, 1946, 1947) to Allen Sears. At home Clinton.
Thelma Hausmann (degree 1947) to Wilbur Eimen. At home D anforth.
Corine Terry Hawkes (degree 1947) to L. J. Hite. At home Champaign.
Donna Jeanne Helton ( 1946-47) to M ichael Bilotta. At ho me Bloomington.
Gilbert Johnson (1945-47) to Frances Venegone. At h ome Normal.
Siegfried K cmpin (1941•4:>, 1946-47) to ?1.fargaret Ida :M c.Leese. At home
Normal.
Jeanne Knittlcs (1946-47) to Earl H. Di eken. At home Champaign.
Marilyn Leverenz (1944•47) to Robert. Lockhart (1942-43, 1946-47) . At home
Normal.
J oan Nasccf (degree 1947) to J immr Eversole. At home Bellflower.
Anna Elizabeth Nofsinier ( I 946-47 ) to Alan E. Kirchner (1941-43, 194~-47) .
At home 'Roanoke.
John Potts (l.940-42, 1946--17) to 1fartha J. Ross. At h ome Los Angeles, Cal.
\X'illiam Sdmltze (1946-47) tu Vera Bramwel l. At home Normal.
Edna Mae Seat0n (degree 1947) to Robert 1. Bri.gham. At home Bloomington.
Agnes Shaw ( 1928-46) to William A. Eakin. At home Pe-ru.
Kathryn Sizemore (1946-4 7) to Milton Underkoffler ( 1941-4 3, 1946-47). At
home Normal.
Norma Spaniol (1944-47 ) to Kenneth Lawrence (1 945-47) . At home Lincoln,

Neb.
Frederick Spiegel ( 1946-47) to Barbara Salcfski. At home N ormal.
J ean Stein (degree 1947) to Owen R. Ki rby. At home Gilman.
Doyle Rae Stevens (dc·gree 194 7) to G~rald G. Green (1 947 ) . At home Normal.
Edna Pearl Va.rble (1947) to Henry W. Jones (1945•4 7). At home Chicago.
Robert Vollrert (1942-43, 1946-47) to J une Reeves. At home Normal.
Viola \Ventworth (1946-47) to Lyell Lamont. At home Leroy.
Doroth y Weppler ( l 94S-47 ) to Sherman Cusac. At home Bloomington.
Josephine Wisner ( 1922-47 ) to Ernest Zook. At home Lcxing1on.
Robert \"'Qright (1947) to Evelyn Crabbe. At home N orma l.
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Directory of ISNU Club Officers
CHAMPAIGN COUNTY
Vice-President, Clyde Meachum. 309 W. Hill. Cham•
paign; Secretary, Miss Veryl Healy, 312 W. Eureka,
Champaign; T reasurer, M iss Bertha Gibson, 1108 S.
Lincoln, Urbana.

CHICAGO CLUB
President, Merle Kauffman, 914 Walnut, Waukegan ;
Vice-President, M iss Josephine Mathews, 711 N.
Sixth, Maywood; Secretary-Treasurer, Miss Jubcl
Billings, 213 S. Kenilworth, Oak Park; Assistant
Secretary-T reasurer, Miss Myra Kohler, 212 S. O ak
Park Ave., Oak Park. Executive Board members:
Dorrell Kilduff, .Mabel H ansen, Lynn Watson, Dewey
Fristoe, J. L. Sullivan, 'Robert P. Campbell.
CHRISTIAN COUNTY
Vice-President, Miss Charlene Paul, 101 Sherman St.,
Pana.
DE WITT COUNTY
,President, Edmund Fetzer, 634 W. Jefferson, Clinton;
Vice-President, Miss Kate Ives, 423 N. Maple, Clinton; Secretary, Mrs. A. W . Dickey, 6 13 N. Center,
Clinton; Treasurer, Miss Louise Scribner, 1010 W.
Main, C linton.
FORD COUNTY
President, Walter J . Bartz, Gibson City; Vice-President,
Miss Gladys Rogers, Roberts; Secretary.Treasurer,
Mrs. Russell Salyards, Gibson City.
IROQUOIS COUNTY
President, W endell Keefe, Woodland; Vice-President,
Shirley W olfe, Chebanse; Secretary-T reasurer, Miss
Edith Ireland, Onargo.
KANE-KENDALL COUNTIES
President, A. G. Haussler, 1 South View, A urora; Vice•
J>resident, Mrs. Val Solyom, 871 Larkin Ave., Elgin;
Secretary-Treasurer, Mrs. Stanley Breen. St. Charles.
KA NKAKEE COUNfY
President, Miss ,Marie Carson, 427 S. Chicago, Kanka•
kee; Secretary-Treasurer, Miss Vfolette Shimmin,
Reddick.

KNOX-WARREN COUNTIES
Committee: LeRoy J. Donaldson, 142 N. Arthur Ave.,
Galesburg, Chairman; Mrs. Reuben O lson, 657 N.
Kellogg, Galesburg; Miss Barbara Engberg, Knoxville.
LASALLE COUNTY
President, M rs. Phyllis 'Reynolds, 1007 S. Park, Streator;
Vice-President, Miss Marjorie Reeves, 224 E. Van
Buren, Ottawa; Secretary, Miss Roberta Sanderson,
504 S. Bloomington, Streator; T reasurer, Miss Helma
Anderson, 628 Putnam, Peru.
LIVINGTON COUNTY
Vice-President, Mrs. Richard Ringler, Strawn.
LOGAN COUNTY
President, Lara Hardin, 435 N. Union, Lincoln.
MACON COUNTY
President, Francis Brown, 1736 N. Maple Ave., Decatur;
Vice-President, M iss Nepha Eyman, Argenta; Secretary, Miss Kathryn O'Mallie, 479 W . Decatur,
Decatur; Treasurer, Clelia Jones. 1629 F.. Prairie,
Decatur.
MACOUPIN OOUNTY

MADISON COUNTY
President, Glenn DeAtley, 442 Lorena Ave., Wood
River; Secretary, M iss Margaret T ibbets, 1812 Jersey,
Alton; Treasurer, Forrest Mock, 108 W . Fifth, Rox•
ana. Committee members: D. K. Darling, Mr. and
.Mrs. Lowell Johnson, Miss Grace J ordan, Mrs. O.
W. Holtman.

MCLEAN COUNTY
President, Raphael Freehill, Bloomington; Vice-President, Mrs. Harvey L. Stiegelmeier, Normal; Second
Vice-President, Harold DeWeese, Colfax; Secretary,
D orothy Bottomley, Bloomington; T reasurer, H. J.
Stoltz, Normal. Representatives: Carlock-M rs.
Vernon Smith, Cooksvme-Mrs. R. L. Bliss, Danvers
-Gerald Kuster, Ellsworth-Floyd Schwenn, Heyworth-Oscar Osborne, LeRoy-L. A. McKean,
Lexington-Mrs Claude K insella, McLean-Mrs.
Verne Thomas, Saybrook-Theos Anderson, Shirley
-Mrs. Lafayette Funk, Towanda- Mrs. Timothy
K raft,
PEORIA COUNTY
President, James Henebry, 518 W . Lawndale, J>eoria;
Vice-President, .Mrs. Paul Coogan, 40 Wisconsin
Ave., Peoria; Secretary, Mrs. Joseph Meyer, 447
Moss Ave., P eoria; Treasurer, Miss Marjorie Munns,
440 Machin, Peoria.

PIATT COUNTY

Vice-President, M rs. Anna Warren, White Heath; Secretary-Treasurer, Mrs. J. J. Copeland, Cerro Gordo.

ST. CLAIR COUNTY
Vi ce-President, Mrs. Elmer Gass, ~18 S. Douglas,
Belleville; Secretary-Treasurer, August F. J oellanbeck,
Mascoutah.
SANGAMON COUNTY
President, Russell Dieterich, 1518 N. Third, Springfield;
Vice-President, Harold E. Smith, 317 S. 7th. Spring•
field; Secretary-Treasurer. M rs . .Maggie Gregory, Mt.
Auburn.

SOUTHEASTERN
TAZEWELL COUNTY
President, W ard G. Grundy, Morton; Secretary, 1frs.
Frank Robinson, Morton ; T reasurer, Miss MiJdred
L. Jabsen, 703 Washington, .Pekin.
VERMILION COUNTY
President, Mrs. John Moreiko, 810 1E. Seminary, Danville; Vice-President, :Miss Helen Baer, 942 Hazel,
DanviJle; Secretary-Treasurer, Mrs. Teresjta Morgan,
223 W. Harrison, Danville.
W ILL COUNTY
President, Miss Elizabeth Gougar, R. R. 2, Joliet; Vice.President, ,Miss Ruby Leslie, 812 Cochrane Ave.,
Joliet; Secretary-Treasurer, Miss Janice Mi ller, Elwood; Boa rd Members: Miss Fleta Leonard, Miss
Julia Sullivan.
CLEVELAND. OHIO
President, Frank Moore, 1213 Hall Ave., Lakewood,
O.; Secretary.Treasurer, biiss Anna Brusch, 11843
Lake Ave., Lakewood, 0.
ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA
President, A rnold D . Collier, Collier School, St. Petenburg; Vic..,Presidcnt, H. E. Waits, 1027 Fifth St., N.,
St. Petersburg; Secretary, Miss Bessie SpenCC"t, ,56~
21st Ave., S., St. Petersburg.

Illinois State Normal University Alumni Association Officers
President- William W . McKnight,

Jr., Normal

Vic,-Presidcnt-R.ichard V . Llnd,er, G,tlesburg

Secretary-Treasurer-Mrs. C. H . Adolph, Normal

